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^■The victim was hitfrom
behind by his attacker.
MACKIE

Genetic engineering
■ Is it the doorway to the science that could save humanity
from imperfection or the road
to worldwide disaster? The
Tiger explores the ins and outs
of this fledging field, taking on
both sides of the issue in the
search for fairness. Should
things go on as they are, or is it
time to take on a brave new
world?

OgjSUfA
When you mix monkeys
with jellyfish genes, you get a
glowing wonder. But is it really necessary to tamper with
genetics this way or are we
just entertaining ourselves?

Briefs
Hickman New Holder of
Hunter Endowed Chair

Pioneering chemist James J.
Hickman is the new holder of
Clemson's Hunter Endowed
Chair of Bioengineering.
Hickman is a leader in the
new field of biological computation, which marries biology
to computer hardware and
may one day result in everything from advanced prosthetics to next-generation computers.
His own work is identified
as an early link between biology and silicon circuits.

Phi Kappa Phi nominations

The Clemson chapter of
The Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi is accepting nominations of University faculty
and staff memebers to be considered for membership in two
categories:
-Those who would have
been eligible for undergraduate
membership but have attended institutions without PKP
chapters
-Those who would not have
been eligible for undergraduate
membership but have since
distinguished themselves by
scholarly achievements.
Faculty/staff letters of
nomination, accompanied by
documentation of each nominee's qualifications, should be
sent to Jack McKenzie,
Development Office, 110 Daniel
Drive, by Feb. 1. Questions
should be directed to McKenzie
aneat 656-3861
his g-
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Employee attacked for cash
Au.

news editor
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WSBF reveals what
goes on behind the
airwaves.
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Last Friday, Jan. 19, a
University employee was assaulted outside the Dillard Building.
The suspect is still at large.
About 10:30 that night, the victim was leaving his job at the
steam plant for the weekend. As
he drove away, he noticed that he
had a flat tire and stopped to
change it. He went back inside
and called his family to tell them
he would be late, then went to his
car to make sure he had a good
tire and a jack in his car. At this
time, he saw a large man walk
down the sidewalk near him.
"I thought he might help me,"
said the victim, but the man did
not stop.
The victim went back inside to
tell his family that he had all the
necessary items to change the tire.
Once outside again, he began
to change his tire.
"I got the lug nuts off and was
having problems getting the tire
off," the victim said. "I heard
something behind me, and I actually looked back."
There was nothing there. The
victim continued his task.
"Next time I heard something,
he was on me, and whack,"
recalled the victim. "I looked back
to see what in the world was
behind me. I realized this was the
hulk of a guy I'd seen earlier."
The attacker demanded that
the victim hand over his wallet.
"I was trying to act like I had it

Inside Alert
Suspect wanted
in campus
assault,
attempted
robbery

Don't hesitate
to call the
police...
when you see
suspicious
people
or activity,
70is is one oflfre niBSt
hossrssslims foussidi!
lo ersureym om ssiily son
Ihesaleiy cl sKyoSK!
student, truily end still
i',wd%! on !ta oatipus
No iranertsix trivial tlry
.753/ seen, your observations
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The Clemson University Police Department is looking tor a male
suspect wanted for assault and attempted robbery in connection with a
campus incident.
At around 11:10 p.m. on Friday. Jan. 19, a University employee was
changing a flat tire on a vehicle parked behind the Dillara Building,
which houses mail services, printing services and a coin-operated
laundromat. The suspect approached
the victim from behind, struck him
on the head and demanded money.
The suspect tied the scene on
foot, northbound on Klugh Avenue
toward Heisman Street. The victim
was treated at Oconee Memorial
Hospital and released.
The suspect:
• Black male, early 20s
• 5' 8"-.V 10"
•Stout build
• Last seen wearing light colored jacket and pants
and a light-colored ball cap

If yon recognize the man in this composite, or if you have
any other information about this incident, contact:

Clemson University Police

656-2222
CLEMSON POUCE

SUSPECT WANTED: The CUpolice hope that this composite will lead

them to the attack ex.
together," said the victim. "1 told victim said.
The attacker patted the victim
him I didn't have a wallet on me." ,
The victim said he always .dpwn.to make sure he was telling
keeps his wallet in his car and the truth. Then, the victim said,
never carries money on him "He backed off, rather disgustedunless he needs it. He told his like."
The attacker went around the
attacker this.
"I told him he was welcome to
SEE ROB, PAGE 9
anything I've got [in the car]," the

Graduation deadlines are near
► Deadlines often pass by
the degree-worthy.
MOLLIE FERRIGAN

staff writer

The countdown is ticking away.
Another group of Clemson seniors
will graduate and walk across the
stage come May 11, but how many
students are fully aware of the
deadlines they need to adhere to
and the opportunities they have?
Trying to keep up with the buzz
that surrounds graduation requires
awareness.
Cal Becker, assistant registrar, is
one of many University employees
who informs seniors of their
responsibilities.
"The graduation form is the
most important document you
complete. It really initiates the
entire process," he said.
Picking up a form from 104
Sikes Hall is the first step you must
take to inform the University that
you intend to graduate.
"We have students who have
[been] here for years who are here
for additional credits or certification, so it is the job of the student to
notify us," said Becker.
After filling out the form, paying any outstanding fees and paying for any graduation fees, such as
a diploma mailing charge or diploma case, the applicant must return
the completed form to Sikes before
Jan. 30. A late charge of $25 is
enacted with an extra $5 for each
day that the application is turned
in after that date.
Before doing this, Becker suggests that seniors not only meet

DAVID KALK/senior staff photographer

STUDY UP: And stay on the ball. Graduation deadlines are comingup.
with their advisors, but also a for $17.95 at the University
counselor in the student records Bookstore. Those who want
office "to make sure you indeed announcements have several
have filled all of your requirements. choices and packages from which
They'll help you with any surpris- to choose. Anything from name
cards to personalized notes can be
es."
If it does turn out that a student ordered on an individual basis or
needs to take extra classes and ordered in three different packages,
postpone graduating, the student all of which include a cap and
records office will hold diploma gown. Prices range from the $101.60
cases for up to one year, but all deluxe package to the $82.67 essential package. The deadline for
mailing fees are non-refundable.
With forms out of the way, ordering materials is Feb. 9.
After completing all of the
seniors also have to remember caps
and gowns if they plan to take the small, necessary tasks, tackling the
stage in Littlejohn Coliseum. In this bigger picture will be just as imporarea, there are many options to con- tant, especially for the future. The
sider. The simplest possibility
SEEGRADS,PAGEll
would be to order a cap and gown

UT

Student DHL
claims the life
of Liberty man1
^■Hunting trip turns into
tragedy for father and son.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

interim assistant news editor
A father and son's hopes for yet
another great hunting trip together were crushed by a Clemson student's deadly error of judgement.
On the fateful day of Saturday,
Jan. 13, Doyle T. Crawford and his
father, Doyle Crayton Crawford of
Liberty, who used to attend hunting trips regularly, were on their
way to a rabbit hunt.
Traveling to an unspecified
final destination in their 1979
Toyota pickup, they were heading
east on U.S. 76 toward Anderson,
said Lance Cpl. Dan Marsceau, a
spokesman for the SC. Highway
Patrol District #3.
At the same time, in his 1996
Volvo, Aliaksei Shakhirau, a
senior in mathematical sciences
at. the University, was traveling
west toward Clemson on U.S. 76.
Witnesses say his car was
swaying wildly back and forth
across the center of the two lanes
and into to the wrong side of the
road for several minutes right
before, the. accident.
Then', at approximately 7:12
a.m., when both vehicles
approached the Twin Lakes
Recreation Center, Shakhirau
entered the wrong lane again and
crashed head on into Crawford's
truck. Authorities do not know if
any of the men saw the approaching collision and attempted to
avoid it.
Lance Cpl. B.S. Brock, a highway patrolman at the scene, stated in a report that no one in either
car had been wearing seatbelts,
which may have been costly.
Anderson County Deputy
Coroner Charlie Boseman reported that 58-year-old Doyle C.
Crawford, the passenger of the
impacted vehicle, died at the
scene from multiple body
injuries.
The late Crawford's son, driver
of the heavily damaged truck,
survived the crash but not without serious injury. He was sent to
the Anderson Area Medical
Center where he underwent
surgery. Pins had to be put into his
legs because they were crushed by
the impact of the collision.
Boseman told the Greenville
News that their hunting dog in
the back of the pickup had also
lived and was not injured
Meanwhile, Shakhirau was
also treated at the Anderson Area
Medical Center for minor injuries
before being released to the custody of the Anderson County
Detention Center.
Boseman said that Shakhirau
was intoxicated at the time of the
accident and his blood alcohol
level was almost three times
above the legal limit.
Marsceau
affirmed
that
Shakhirau had been charged with
two counts of felony offenses.
The first was driving under the
influence causing great bodily
injury, which carries a mandatory
fine of $5,000 to $10,000 and a
possible jail sentence of no less
than 30 days to a maximum of 15
SEE
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Fraternity Romanian hacker creates problems for IRC users
suspended
after death
WlL KlRWAN

staff writer

ANN-WOODS ISAACS

&

MARIA TOR

Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia)

Internet relay chat, also known
as IRC to many people, has come
under fire in recent weeks. The
assault was not from the government or any sort of morality group.
Instead, a Romanian hacker disgruntled by other users on the service brought upon the assault on
the Undernet IRC network. IRC, a
free, multi-user chat service, has
been connecting people around the
globe since 1988, predating such
technologies as AOL Instant
Messenger and ICQ, and this
assault against the Undernet has
left the future of the service in jeopardy. Volunteers who donate their
skills and servers to host the world's
never-ending conversations predominantly staff IRC.
The administrators of Undernet
are now wondering how long the
assault will continue, and are even
contemplating closing down the
network.
In a statement issued on the official Undernet Web site, the administrators stated, "To put it simply, we
cannot provide you with a free and
stable IRC service if that means the
companies providing that service
must continually suffer the loss of
customers and revenue, the cost is
simply too great. This ongoing
problem threatens the existence of
IRC as one of the 'classic' Internet
services. Apparently some people
do not appreciate the time, effort
and money spent to provide people
with the chance to speak freely
with people from around the world,
and resort to illegal and violent
attacks in what amounts in the end
to an attack on the existence of IRC
itself."
Currently under attack is
Undernet,,, who^e; ^administrators
say that thessgurvaeechas been l^rad^jj;
a constant DoS-attack since Jan. T. It
is being barraged with a flood of

The Old Dominion University
chapter of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity closed Friday, one and a
half months after the alcoholrelated death of a freshman
. pledge.
Terry Stirling, 19, died the
morning of Dec. 1 after a night of
drinking. Stirling began drinking
at a bar with friends at 9:30 p.m.,
then went to his off-campus fraternity house and continued to
drink until about midnight.
Friends discovered Stirling dead
the next morning.
No students have been charged
legally or reprimanded by the
school, but future disciplinary
action against students is possible, said Dana Burnett, the vice
president for student services at
Old Dominion.
The national office of Alpha
Tau Omega withdrew recognition
of the fraternity following
Stirling's death. The school then
closed the chapter.
"We do not recognize fraternities that are not nationally affiliated," Burnett said.
ATO nationals refused to comment.
Stirling's death certainly
caused his friends to.be more
careful with alcohol, but "for
those who didn't know him, alcohol abuse goes on," Burnett said.
Full details of the investigation of Stirling's death have not
yet been released.
Last April, a blindfolded, handcuffed,JUaiversity of GeorgmjATQ
pledge-sriding in the cargorarea of
a sports utility vehicle was killed
when the SUV hit a tree.
University of Georgia officials
suspended the chapter for hazing.
Following the incident, the ATO
chapter disbanded.
University Senior Assoc. Dean
of Students V. Shamim Sisson said
the last time a fraternity member
died from an alcohol-related incident at the University was about
MELISSA THRAILKILL
six years ago.
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
Pi Kappa Phi member Brian
Cook died when a fellow fraterniHigh school graduates are
ty brother who was giving him a entering college unprepared and
ride home from a rush event at a undereducated, according to a
mountain cabin swerved and study released Wednesday.
struck a tree. Sisson said alcohol
The report, written by a comwas involved. The University mission appointed by the U.S.
moved to hold the fraternity Department of Education, says
accountable but did not close the institutions of higher education
chapter.
and secondary schools must work
The last time a fraternity together to assure a higher sucpledge was killed in a hazing- cess rate among college students.
related incident at the University
"The Lost Opportunity of the
was in 1991, Sisson said.
Senior Year: Finding a Better Way"
Gregory Batipps was driving states that almost half of all high
home from a pledge event at school students "are uneducated
Alpha Phi Alpha, a Black or miseducated" and that those
Fraternal Council member frater- anticipating college look at their
nity, when he fell asleep at the senior year as a "farewell tour of
wheel and drove off the road, she adolescence."
said.
The National Commission on
During an investigation, it was the High School Senior Year,
discovered that Batipps had been formed last summer .by the
hazed all week, and the Department of Education, states
University and the Alpha Phi in the report that institutions of
Alpha nationals closed the chap- higher education and K-12
ter for four years. They since have schools do not properly align acare-colonized successfully.
demic content, admissions proceAsst. Dean of Students Aaron dures or expectations for stuLaushway said the University dents.
expects each fraternity and sororAs a result, the report conity to follow its National Risk cludes, new college students are
Management Policies as stipulat- more likely to fail or give up.
ed in the Fraternal Organization
Roy Grasshoff, spokesperson
Agreement - the document set- for the Texas Higher Education
ting forth the relationship Coordinating Board, said Texas'
between a fraternity, the newly developed higher educaUniversity and the IFC
tion plan, "Closing the Gaps By
There are no University regu- 2015," sets out programs to help
lations specifically regarding alleviate this problem.
pledging a fraternity, but all
The goal of the plan is to make
University fraternities and sorori- the Recommended High School
ties are prohibited from hazing by Program, which consists of coltheir national rules, Laushway lege preparatory courses, the
said.
standard curriculum in high

SNEAKING AROUND: The Romanian hacker has infiltrated seemingly impenetrable systems. Some chat users
are now unable to use their favorite sites.
garbage data that ties up the servers source in September 1993, when
and renders them inaccessible to IRC users from Moscow were givusers. When asked about what ing live reports from their country
should be done, one user, known by about the Russian coup.
the screen name Casssssss, felt that
Launching a DoS attack on IRC
the party responsible had personal is not very difficult. Since almost
problems.
anyone can sign up to host a server,
"I know the kid needs to get a it's impossible to ensure that every
life., maybe even institutionalized.." server is properly secured. The
said Cassssss.
problem is also compounded by
Some Undernet servers have what many claim is "total disinterbeen taken down at the request of est" on the part of Internet service
the Internet service provider that providers.
hosts the service, and Undernet
Dr. Pamela Mack, a history of
officials say the chat may be forced technology professor at the
to go offline permanently if the University thinks that the attacks
attack continues.
were bound to occur because of the
IRC has an illustrious history, nature of the Internet.
not just as a toy, but also as a news
"It's a different setup than usual
source. During the Gulf War in the because there is more power in the
early 1990s, hundreds of users gath- hands of random people," said
ered on one channel to get the latest Mack.
information from users in Kuwait
Another part of the attack was
and.Israel almost instantaneously, human, nature and the fact, that
scooping the censored coverage of people iare i Jjotmd 1(3 i «ffcpdl ieach
the major news networks.
other. Mack believes thfcifr&hi&is a
IRC was also a valuable news result of the constant freedom of

High school grads are
unprepared for college
schools and make it a prerequisite
for admission into the state's public universities by 2008.
"[It will] automatically get
more students taking courses
they need for college, and if they
don't go into college, then for the
workforce," Grasshoff said.
A nationwide teacher shortage
is one hurdle schools will have to
clear in order to institute better
college preparation programs,
said Grasshoff and Debbie Graves
Ratcliffe, a Texas Education
Agency director.
"Do we increase graduation
requirements even more when we
know we have a teacher shortage
in those areas?" Ratcliffe asked.
"It's a Catch-22 for us."
The University of Texas
System has also realized the
importance of communicating
with secondary schools, said
Felipe Alanis, associate vice
chancellor for academic affairs.
The System has developed two
programs to work on this relationship.
Project Texas Professional
Development Online is a Webbased course designed to help
high school Algebra I teachers
prepare students for college-level
math.
Another program, which
Alanis says is in its very early
stages, would take data from high
schools and link it with universities, giving universities the opportunity to evaluate which high
school classes proved effective in
preparing students for college.
"We would know what programs or courses are being successful for high school students,"
he said.

speech offered by the Internet.
"The Internet gives everybody a
voice, and as a side effect, the
attacks can occur," she said.
Surprisingly, through the entire
time the attack has gone on, connectivity to the Undernet network
has not suffered as much as the culprit would hope. Over half of the
servers have taken measures to
eliminate the attacks, but 19 of the
45 servers have been taken off line.
Servers taken down include the
Washington, DC. based server
hosted by AOL, and several others
throughout the United States and
Europe.
Although many users have been
unable to connect to the Undernet
network, those who have are taking
it in stride. Topics from several
channels have included such jokes
about the channel service bots
holding out like professional athletes, w.hile others: have..'posted
about the bots being abducted by
aliens.

This week in WORLD NEWS
• Two hours before his presidency officially terminated, Bill
Clinton pardoned 140 people and commuted the sentences of
36 others. The most notable on the list were former Whitewater
scandal figure Susan McDougal, former Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Henry Cisneros, former CIA Director
John Deutch and Clinton's half brother Roger Clinton, who was
convicted of a drug offense.
• The British government, in response to an ongoing adoption battle, has seized a set of twins. Tranda Wecker, the mother of the two girls, "sold" her twins via the Internet to a
Californian couple Richard and Vickie Allen for $6,000. After the
babies were sent to the Aliens, British couple Alan and Judith
Kilshaw offered twice the amount. Wecker took the twins back
from the Aliens to supposedly say goodbye but instead "sold"
them to the Kilshaws. Now Wecker, after seeing the two girls on
television with the Kilshaws, wants them back.
•Rev. Jesse Jackson admitted to having an affair with a former aide and fathering her child out of wedlock. Jackson has
decided to step out of the spotlight for now to be with his family.
• At the Golden Globes, Julia Roberts, Tom Hanks and
Gladiator ran away with best honors for a drama picture.
Meanwhile, Renee Zellweger, George Clooney and Almost
Famous took home awards for a musical or comedy. Al Pacino
was presented the Cecil B. DeMille Award for his outstanding
contributions to the entertainment industry.
• Phillipines Vice President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo was
sworn into office as president after the Supreme Court ruled
President Joseph Estrada was no longer in control of the
nation's highest office. Estrada, fled the presidential palace by
barge with his wife. He relented on a vow not to leave after tens
of thousands of protesters converged on his residence.
•Former NFL player Rae Carruth was sentenced to 18 years
and 11 months for his role in the shooting death of his pregnant
girlfriend Cherica Adams.
•The sport of soccer has been nominated for a Nobel Peace
Prize. Although the sport has endured various riots and deaths
over the past years, it is being noted for bringing together hostile nations in a peaceful format.
• A diesel oil spill threatens the wildlife of the Galapagos
Islands, where Charles Darwin developed his evolution theory.
U.S. Coast Guard experts are at the scene at the request of
Ecuador's government to help with the cleanup. A tanker carrying 240,000 gallons of oil capsized half a mile from one of the
iA
rtbEJ
islands.
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Judge urges athletes to fulfill goals Java perks up Cooper
^■Motivational speaker
issues a charge to listeners.
ANNA VAUGHN

staff writer

The Athletic Department was
privileged to have the Honorable
Alan Page speak in Tillman Hall
Monday night as part of a series of
Student-Athlete
Enrichment
Programs. Page, a former defensive
lineman for the Minnesota
Vikings and current associate justice of the Minnesota Supreme
Court, spoke to student-athletes,
administrators, and faculty as a
part of the Black History Month
celebration.
According to Bill D'Andrea,
director of
Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs, "The celebration focuses on equity, diversity
and equal opportunity for all students, [and the idea that] diversity
provides strength in a community"
D'Andrea also explained that
the program was designed to provide students with the encouragement and motivation to enhance
the world around them. The mission of the program is to monitor,
guide and encourage student-athletes to fulfill their long-term
goals and to achieve their academic and career potentials.
Accordingly, Page served as a
successful model for what the program wishes to accomplish.
Page was born on Aug. 7,1945,
in Canton, Ohio. He received his
undergraduate degree in political
science from Notre Dame
University in 1967. He then pursued his professional football
career for 14 seasons with the
Minnesota Vikings.
While playing football full
time, he received his doctorate in
law from the University of
Minnesota in 1978. Page, a member
of the1' National- ■ Football' League
Hall of Fame, was a four-time NFC
Defensive Player of the Year. After
leaving football, Page became a
broadcaster
for
Turner

Broadcasting System. He also
practiced law before becoming the
assistant attorney general for the
state of Minnesota. After seven
years as assistant attorney general,
Page became the first African
American justice elected to the
Minnesota Supreme Court.
Page believes that the position
of an athlete allows an individual
to have extraordinary ability to
influence other people and get
things done. He encouraged the
student-athletes to use their prestige for the good of the community.
Through acting against injustice
in education, defending race, and
improving one's own character,
Page believes society can progress.
"On the surface, it looks like

right to vote. I thought we had ^■New cafe opens up and
made a lot of progress, but now I'm
not so sure. I had great hope for redefines "study break."
this election. Yet, in Florida,
CAROLINE CRAIG
reportedly as many as one in three
staff writer
African American and Hispanics
were disenfranchised. If that is
The signs have been up all over
correct, we have made no the Cooper Library, advertising a
progress," he said.
new addition amidst the drone of
Page suggested that the solu- study groups and the industrious
tion to resolving racial issues is to nature of Clemson students pushwork internally to deal with bias. ing to finish the string of tasks that
He recommends that each person make them regulars at the library.
look at what the root of his or herWhat is this place that has
already become essential among
bias is.
"My generation hasn't done.so intellectuals in libraries and bookgreat a job. I hope your generation stores everywhere who need a
break from the discussion they just
does better," said Page.
Page then continued to address had on psychoanalysis? It is the
problems with education. He new Java City Cyber Cafe, a project
recounted a story from his defen- begun in December to add flavor to
sive lineman days with the the environment of the Cooper
Vikings. One night when the line- Library.
"Your actions, words and
There is something very differmen were all required to read the
how you carry yourself
playbook aloud to each other, five ent from the usual somber feeling
associated with libraries in that
out of the nine could not read it.
can influence young
This experience propelled Page large, open space. Two smiling faces
people's characters."
to seek to improve education. behind a counter full of pastries,
In 1988, Page began the Page juices and a decadent array of cofHONORABLE ALAN PAGE
Education Foundation to provide fee offer students a welcome break.
judge and former athlete Minnesota minority and disadA room that at the onset of
vantaged students with tuition exams last semester was no more
we've made a-lot of progress in grants for post-secondary educa- than the remains of the fifth floor
racial issues," said Page. "We no tion. As a part of the grant, the stu- computer lab is now in working
longer have state-supported segre- dents are required to be active order to offer both students and
gation. None of you have probably with kindergarteners up to eighth- teachers a gathering place to talk,
had to see the Whites Only' signs graders in their communities by read a book or magazine, and, in a
above the water fountains. Yet, becoming tutors, mentors and role short time from now, make use of
the computers that once inhabited
many racial issues and problems models.
"Your actions, words and how the room in a new way, to create a
still lie under the surface. Many
you carry yourself can influence cyber cafe.
have done a good job of hiding it."
Tina Moore, the general managpeople's
characters.
Page stated that because of young
recent studies, it has been shown Character is not static or some- er of Java City Cafe, is very excited
that while 70 percent of drug thing you are born with. It is about the future opening of the
users are white, about 70 percent something you have to develop cafe in February as soon as the
of drug users who go to jail are each day. Character is determined desks and computers arrive. This
black. Page firmly believes in equal on a daily basis," he told his audi- will complete the concept of this
area of the library as the ultimate
justice, and has used his position ence.
Page concluded with advising combination of technological
as an athlete and Supreme Court
and
social
justice to challenge racial bias in the students to develop this char- resourcefulness
ambiatee.
acter.
Minnesota.
eltWgTiwant eveeyorie" to feel as
"Be honest. Respect others.
Page was especially disconcert^ ■
ed by-the ipf evidential 'dectibrf'this Respect yourself. Say what you thefegfa they are bt»igugsf8",'" Moore
past Nov4rflfber. '-nihd :■'
mean and do not say what you said, hoping that the decorative
"1« 1965,' we had the Voting don't mean. Figure out the differ- posters to go up and the informal
Rights Act which finally gave ence between right and wrong and style of Java City will offer students
a loose environment in which to
black people their constitutional act accordingly," he said.

unwind.
Moore also mentioned the idea
of writing each, customer's name
on his or her coffee cup, showing
the efforts of the employees to
uphold a personal, inviting impression for the weary student.
Java City Cafe offers a variety of
edibles, from bagels to scones to
sliced pie, all of which are able to be
purchased with a TigerStripe card.
Moore offered a recommendation,
the Caramel Machiatto, a blend of
caramel and vanilla that is sure to
be a quick solution for those
famous all-nighters.
With this variety of treats, there
is sure to be something for everyone
to enjoy almost any time of the day.
The cafe's hours are from 7:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Fridays, and Sunday from 4 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Other specialties to choose from
are the typical latte or cappuccino,
or something more exotic, such as
the Virtual Vim, a nonfat yogurt
blend of mango and lemon, or an
Italian Soda.
"We hope to educate the students on coffee, since most of them
live on Maxwell House," Doug
Chappell, night supervisor for the
Java Cafe, said.
The decision at a library summit, held last spring, that led to the
building of the Java Cafe is not the
only project currently running in
the Cooper Library. Deana Astle,
assistant dean of the library, talked
of the increase in electronic products throughout the library and
efforts to develop a more virtual
library, with more journals and
databases becoming available on
the computer.
Astle also mentioned a new
convenience to be available for students with laptops, the ability to
access the Internet anywhere in
die ilibfgfy^^ith a speeialr~!a&§esScard.als&^monstrating'the'ief&ifts
to make this technology easily
accessible at all times.
"We are always open to suggestions," Astle offers.

Low Student Airfares to
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Then Call US for the Surf the Net!
Lowest Fare!!

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL

654-6125
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TANNINGS

SEMESTER SPECIAL:
Get UNLIMITED Internet Access for
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Glowing monkeys
boggle science's ethics
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Genetic engineering needs a silent consensus among scientists to set ethics
Welcome to the brave new
world. Or at least say hello to what
might be—if science is not careful.
At first, there was Dolly, a cute
sheep with no real parents. Then
there was humanity's own cousin
Tetra, the bastard Rhesus monkey
from Oregon. Now embrace ANDi,
the world's first monkey whose
genetic donor includes a jellyfish
and who may someday, for all
intents and purposes, glow in the
dark. Go genetics!
The field of genetic engineering
is one that is highly unregulated as
far as the extent certain manipulations may go. Essentially, when it
comes to the human genome, the
sky's the limit. But should the
realms of science even be confined
by legislation that may prevent
future good advancements? Or
should there be a worldwide medical consensus, much like the
Hippocratir. oath, that draws the
fine line on how far medicine
should take genetics?
International approaches to
bioethics vary from nation to
nation. In the United States, the
general populace has acquiesced its
ethics to whatever popular science
says those ethics might be—and for
now, society has "chosen" to accept
the various forms of bioengineering
as inevitable. Americans are stuck
on the technological fix—that if
anything did go wrong, then science would indubitably correct its
mistakes.
Europeans, by and by! nave come
to a more rebellious apprSa'ch and
have pushed for a genetically modified free continent. As recent as last
week, lobbyists to the European
Parliament pushed for regions where
foods manipulated by science were
absent. Activist groups in Europe feel
that there are too many unanswered
questions on how the products of

genetic engineering in agriculture
will affect the environment and the
quality of human health.
When it comes to human genetic
testing, one of the biggest fears
expressed is a throwback to eugenics
under the likes of Hitler when he
tried to purify the white race
through selective breeding. Society
is afraid of having the ability to create "designer babies," in which
blond-haired, blue-eyed babies are
the norm. Yet proponents of furthering genetic alterations argue that if
such a scenario were to occur, then
the "value" of blonds and blue-eyes
would decrease and brunettes
would end up being the "value" if
only for difference's sake—besides,
not every person's idea of a beautiful
baby is the same, so diversity would
still exist. The ones expressing these
Children of the Corn fears however
worry that simply having the capability would create a class system in
which the rich would be the ones
who accessed and controlled the
trait modifying technology, thus
perpetuating a "superior race."
There is no definite way to solve
these ethical issues. Legislation
would be largely ineffective in
putting constraints on science; there
is no way to draw a line on issues
with a fine line that may waver
between issues. Restraint must be
shown or all else would go amuck.
There needs to be a silent consensus
by the scientific community of what
the understood boundaries'afe to fee;
Only then can'the'scientific^khowl^
edge-depravedTs6ciety depend 3on
the ethics of science.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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I am always saddened to hear of
another one of our blessed oil
tankers running aground in
some damn special animal place.
As of late Tuesday, the remaining fuel had leaked out of the
stranded tanker into the ocean,
never to be used by a profit-generating cruise liner again. It brings a
tear to my eye just thinking about
the poor Americans who will bear
the extra cost
to pay for the
lost fuel on
their
next
cruise tickets.
A tragedy for
sure.
When
asked
for
comments on
the catastrophe, George W Bush
responded, "Was the tanker anywhere near Texas? I like Texas."
The president then followed by
stating, "Whenever a tragedy like
this occurs, it affects us all, not as
Democrats or Republicans, but as
Americans. So I say to you today, it
won't be an easy road, but if we
stick together, I assure you we will
make it through this horrible situation. God bless you all." This was
then followed oddly by the sound
of penguins applauding.
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Subscriptions are available by mail
for $20 per year (21 issues) for third
class or $40 per year for first class.
Include a check or money order
payable to THE TIGER and mail
to Circulation Department, P.O. Box
1586, Clemson, SC 29633-1586.
Meetings are held every Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the media lounge of the
Hendrix Student Center.
Opinions expressed by individual
members of THE TIGER do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of
THE TIGER as a whole, its staff
members or Clemson University.

The retrieval effort to rescue the
lost fuel is not going as smoothly
as once thought, however. The
workers' efforts are being hampered by the local wildlife in the
area. The creatures have reportedly been sabotaging the effort by
consuming the packed lunches of
the retrieval crew.
One worker was quoted saying
{Translated directly from Spanish),
"Sandwich of mine
I was eat about to,.
the lion of the sea it
ate, no?"
George W. Bush
(a.k.a. the United
Nations) is considering
imposing
sanctions on the
islands''if the situation'does not improve:'This is just
one of the many steps the newly
elected president is taking to
demonstrate his authority.
A sound byte taken from the
last radio transmission before the
crew abandoned ship quoted the
captain saying "Argh! Shiver me
timbers, we've gone and run
aground! All ye abandon ship me
says..." The captain and his crew,
now in custody in Ecuador, are
being charged with negligence
and crimes against the environ-

ment.
The United States is attempting
, to have the men extradited stateside, so that they may be charged
with negligence and crimes
against the petroleum industry, a
new statute put into place by
George W Bush and Dick Cheney
which makes it a crime to waste
any amount of useable petroleum
product by dumping it into the
ocean.
The penalty for conviction on
such charges, is death by drowning.
"We feel this is a suitable punishment, seeing as it will allow
this perpetrator to feel what the
petroleum felt during the last precious minutes of its life,"-said Vice
President Cheney.
It is too early t6! forecast the outcome of this tragedy, but the government has warned consumers to
keep their distance from the
Galapagos Islands for fear that agitated pelicans high on petroleum
fumes will seek revenge on unsuspecting tourists.

Dan Gonzalez is a senior majoring in
computer science. Email comments
to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Printer ANDERSON-INDEPENDENT MAIL

PHILLIP CASTON

News Editor
Assistant

Profit and PR catastrophe in the Galapagos

Athletic Department
lies on numbers to
the press
On June 23,1999, a Clemson
Athletic Department press release,
citing an American Football
Coaches Association (AFCA)
' report, stated that seventy-five
percent of football players entering in 1993 had graduated by May
1999. This statistic was reprinted
in the 1999 President's report.
The Athletic Department and
the AFCA are neither credible nor
authorized sources of graduation
statistics. Not credible, because
together they are engaged with
corporate sponsors in a symbiotic
business enterprise run for the
financial benefit of adults. Not
authorized, because the NCAA
acts in this capacity under a federal statute designed to mitigate
the egregious misrepresentation
of graduation statistics by many
universities prior to passage of the
law.
The latest NCAA report indicates that just 56 percent of football players entering the fall of
1993 graduated by May 1999, not
the 75 percent reported by
President Barker and the Athletic
Department. Tragically, the grad-

uation rates of male basketball
players and baseball players were
both just 17 percent..
The influence of the Athletic
Department at Clemson is so pervasive that it has been institutionally internalized by the
Administration and the Trustees
to the detriment of the 97 percent
of students who are not athletes
and to the detriment of the
Development Office with whom
the Athletic Department competes for resources and alumni
attention. Moreover, the decision
to compromise institutional
integrity by reporting American
Football Coaches Association
graduation statistics that clearly
vary significantly from the official NCAA data is highly regrettable.

hypothermia...it causes hyperthermia.
I found this article very informative and statistically sound,
but from an experience stand
point, it appears that the author
of this article either hasn't done
much research on this subject, or
has never taken this drug. It is
obvious that she didn't have her
facts straight, or had enough facts
to back up her statement. She also
advertised for this drug, but did
not offer any solutions or safety
measures.
Thank you for your time, and I
continue to enjoy reading The
Tiger.
P.S. — More people have died
from bowling than from doing
ecstasy.

Elton W. Sheperd, Jr.

Internet reader

Ed Jones

Atlanta reader

U-Wire piece
corrected on ecstasy's
effects on body
Ecstasy doesn't cause

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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This is, like, what I need and stuff Getting Fiked up isn't easy
Every other week I throw my hands in
the air, frustrated by the horrendous
amount of cynicism I fight back just to
be able to sit down and write this column.
There seems to be, at any point in history, an
unconscionable amount of pressure on the
present. I look around and see what history
has already arbitrarily provided and seek to
change those things that I find terrible,
knowing full well that the inertia of history
is already too strong. We alter only the
minutest of currents in a river of history,
while traveling a path that was roughly
determined some point upriver 4,000 years
ago. Great.
Get this — every Miss
America wants world
peace. So do I. And it
seems silly to want such a
thing. Why? Because the
bulk of history has
already proved that peace
is a tenuous thing, and
that it is guaranteed to stay tenuous as long
as force must be used to maintain it. What
would we even begin to change? The only
thing we can change is our interpretation.
That's what I think about. And I sit down,
go through all the feelings of helplessness
that run around in my head and decide I
need to do this. I don't care if I'm wrong. I'm
22.1 will continue to be wrong until I'm dead
if I must. I will continue to be the most
inconsistent person ever. I will change my
mind, rethink what I need to rethink, and
annoy everyone in the process. I don't care
because it's necessary.
Every week, I want to sit down and lambaste peoples' tastes and opinions, knowing
full well that I deserve the same treatment,
knowing full well that I'm no better. And
that's exactly what keeps me from doing it.
I've never set out to ridicule anything of
which I have not been a part. My tastes and
opinions are no better than anyone else's'. But,
there are things I have to say. I'm going to
have to implicate myself in the process. What
I say about everyone else, I say about myself.
And I can't help to wonder why some
mother would buy her 8-year-old son or, Vt ,-f
daughter a record by Britney Spears or
,. .

Eminem. I don't care if that sounds narrowminded. I could not care less about Britney's
physique. I could not care less that Eminem
is a talented rapper. I care about the fact that
they represent everything shallow and pernicious in entertainment.
What concerns me is that someone would
buy an album for one's own children by a
person who equates self-expression solely
with the concept of image. It's the inside that
counts? Really?
Where are the John Lennons, Marvin
Gayes, Elvis Costellos, Carole Kings, Aretha
Franklins, and Joni Mitchells of our generation? What happened to pop
music that mattered?'
Things that bother me:
I've owed money to the government from the day I was
born; I have a deadbolt on
my front door even though
I've never been robbed.
Does that not say something?
In politics, I can't help but be horrified by
the sheer cowardice exhibited by both
President George W Bush and Al Gore during the presidential race. It made me want to
vomit to see persons so self-ashamedly malleable in respect to popular opinion. I think
it's incredibly unfortunate that the kind of
people I'd most like to see in the White House
are characters on The West Wing. Maybe I'm
just naive. Maybe that's a good thing.
To think that these things are not products of larger phenomena that include everything from global politics and economics to
the way the sewage system of your community works is ridiculous. I don't know what to
do. I wish others would stop pretending that
they know what to do. The fact is that we are
all scared. We do what we can, love those
who love, and try to find a comfortable place
for ourselves that provides us with some
meaning. Our guides are only family and
friends, our links to them as tenuous as the
spoken word, the mitigative action. Take care.
Bryan Smith is a senior majoringin English.
J]mail comments to
. efters@tiger.clemson.edu.

I don't fit in at Fike. I've been here four
to be in or be seen in for that matter. One
years and I just can't become part of the
machine in the cardiovascular room sort of
Fike Team. I want to fit in, I want to be in
set me up in a rather dangerous position
shape, but something or someone just won't
where one wrong move could have me loslet it be.
ing a virginity that I had never planned on
I've tried weightlif ting. I thought to
losing. Ever.
myself, "I'm a man, I have testosterone, I can
One thing that I despise about both
lift weights." Well, as it turns out, I can't lift
these rooms is all the mirrors. They're
weights; well, not the way one is expected to everywhere. I turn right, I see myself, all 77
at Fike. There are many reasons why I don't
gangling inches of me. I turn left, me again.
fit in at the weight room, some of which are
And also, when I am actually lifting
my own qualms; others are Fike-inf licted.
weights or applying energy towards anyFirst, I refuse to grunt. For some reason,
thing, my face becomes very distorted and
everyone in the Fike weight room loves to
extremely unattractive, even more so than
grunt. But then again, I
usual, as hard to believe as
would look pretty stupid
that might be. But it's not
if I was grunting when I
just me, this happens to
was throwing up a bar
everyone else too. I feel
with two five pounders on
that every machine
and/or station should be
each side.
Other reasons: I do not
enclosed, with a door. Like
have horrible back ac.ne; I
a stall, if you will. Let's
do have a neck. I "adjust
face it, the only other time
myself" less than once every 17 seconds —
we make that face, we're, in private with a
apparently having "my boys" stay where
magazine.
they should for over a minute is a definite
I've even ventured down into the pool.
no-no in the weight room; I do not own a
Hell, I swam for over 10 years of my life. I
hot pink tank top that reads "Daytona
figured I'd fit in at the pool. Wrong. First
Beach;" I don't get a five o'clock shadow an
on, Average Joe's who aren't in training for
some reason feel the need to wear Speedos.
hour before noon; none of my friends say
things like, "One more," and, "You can do it, Why? I feel like telling them that they
Push!" while standing over me in a very
don't look good fully clothed, never mind
suggestive stance. And finally, I apparently in a purple and black marble bag. Secondly,
to get to the pool, one must enter through
don't have enough testosterone, well, at
least not as much as the Mister Universe in
the locker room. Now I won't even get into
that. Who am I kidding? Of course I'm
the corner who consciously lifts more
weight than anyone else in the room, just to going to get into that. Let me just pose a
question — Is there some sort of unwritten
show everybody how big his dumbbells
law that if you are over 50 and are in the
are.
locker room, you must be nude and in a
I've tried the cardiovascular room, and I
crouching position?
didn't fit in there either. First off, I'm not a
female. Secondly, and maybe most imporI have found one thing in Fike that suits
me — racquetball. In racquetball, it's just
tantly, I despise anything that happens "in
place." Such as running "in place," stepping
you, one other person and four walls. No one
is around, there are no mirrors, and grunting
"in place," rowing "in place," cycling "in
is optional. So I might see you guys at Fike
place," and that one where you sort of climb
after all.
a wall "in place" but is actually nothing like
climbing a walljat^aJL, I ^Jsq hate any
machine where jyou^jput in an ur^ompj u.J Steve Caldes is a ffftXQr majoring ij\ ,-™rjg
English. Email comments to
fortable positioq, orf,even if it were-pojnfortletters@tiger.clemson.edu
able, a position that one would never want

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKING0UT
Should there be restrictions regarding genetic engineering*

Mariana Grant

Kevin Ott

Bo Wicker

food science
and nutrition
freshman

marketing
sophomore

business
freshman

"1 think it's good to engineer for
advancements but I think it's wrong if
it's many ways unsafe, dangerous to
animals or to humans through food
and there should be restrictions."

"We don't need any new restrictions on
plants and animals and we still
shouldn't clone people. They're [the
restrictions] fine as is."

"Glow-in-the-dark monkeys, although
fun at parties and generally amusing,
are probably a violation of ethics. I
wouldn't want to be a glow-in-thedark human for Abercrombie & Fitch."

LaKeisha Lawrence

elementary
education
freshman
"If they're cloning animals now, they
might soon clone or genetically engineer humans, and that's wrong."

Erin Caldwell

elementary
education
sophomore
"Genetically engineered plants are OK
and fine but when it comes to animals
and humans, any engineering is wrong
because they're made the way they
need to be."

W&rning: This will waste
five minutes of your life
There are two common complaints to opinions published in The Tiger that
always make me laugh. One is,
"That wasted five minutes of my
life." The second is, "I am now
dumber after having read that."
M
y
thoughts
when someone addresses
the first complaint to me
are 1. Why did
you keep reading it after the
first minute if
you didn't like it? 2. It took you
that long to read it?
As for the second one, if one
column makes someone dumber
because they read it, I question the
intelligence they brought into the
reading to begin with.
Of- course, what usually follows these common complaints is
either, "You shouldn't allow that
kind of trash in your paper," or,
"You should fire that idiot." As the
editor of the paper, I could easily
do these things. I don't like to
ponder whether Jesus had a penis
or not, I believe American Beauty
was an excellent movie, I can't
stand pro-Clinton and pro-Gore
opinions, and personally, I don't
think Ronald Reagan was
imported from Mexico.
But you don't read The Caston
every Friday. You read the The
Tiger. It's a conglomerate of opinions from people of all walks of
life, different backgrounds and

different upbringings. We give
everyone an equal opportunity to
work at The Tiger and to express
their opinions. Not everyone is
conservative. Not everyone is liberal. Not everyone is Christian.
Not everyone is atheist. Not everyone is straight.
Not everyone is
gay. We're not
Phillip
trying to force
Caston
what
you
editor in
should believe
in, we're trying
chief
to elighten you
as to what we
believe in.
Shortly after the publication
of one column last semester, I
received a message on my
answering machine from a local
minister saying that he would
consider persuading his congregation to not send their children
to Clemson based on the columnist's opinion in The Tiger. If he or
anyone in his congregation
thinks that the entire belief system of Clemson University is
based on one of our writers, they
need to study society a little more.
Our writers aren't bad people
because of the opinions they have.
And I'm certainly not going to stifle their views. If you don't like
what they write, then I would
advise reading something else in
our paper, because there's someone else out there who does enjoy
what they write.
This newspaper will always
be open-minded. Isn't that what
college is about?
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Ii n their hands, genetic engineers hold the key to potgjf §lly p% .
ing the quality of life for society afelgjge. With the right manipulations, genetic diseases and malnutrition may eventually ber
eradicated from the human experience? As such, the field of
genetics and its related sciences has seen weekly, if not daily, landmark successes.
Humanity has entrusted these scientists in particular to lead the
way into the Biotech Age, in which, as philosophy of science professor Dr. Kelly Smith says, "we have only begun to feel its effects.
Think of any process we rely on biological organisms for: our own
bodies, agricultural plants, the synthesis of drugs ... any and all of
these can be radically improved in a way [genetically] that will
improve people's lives."
Genetics is by far at the forefront of the biotech revolution. Yet
with the altering of the very threads of existence, many ethical
questions are raised. For the most part, the public has left these
debates among the scientists and has thus far supported genetic
engineering. With the public's support in hand, science forges ahead
with genetic experimentation with hopes of creating a better world.

agricultural aDpo^caHteJmni©
To create a higher grade of food, scientists have turned to genetically altering plants. By fixing the negative aspects about specific
plant species, a purer, more perfect plant can be made for consumption.
The original research in plant genomics was done to create a
hardier plant, one that could withstand multiple blights, frosts and
extended droughts. With new and improved food crops that can
persist in harsher environmental conditions, previous land that
was unfit for agriculture has been opened up for cultivation.
Climatically, eastern Washington State should be classified as a
desert, much like all the other land directly east of the Cascade
Mountain Range. Wheat has flourished there, however, with the
help of genetically engineered strains designed to accept'more arid
conditions. Eventually, with technologies like this, scientists hope to be able to cultivate in areas laden down
with starvation.
In the South, boll, weevils and other insects have
plagued cotton farmers for many generations.
Scientists are in the process of perfecting a cotton
strain that would be inherently resistant to insect
predation, thus leading to a lessened need for spraying fields with environmentally questionable pesticides, and a cleaner, more natural product.
In addition to hardiness, food plant manipulation
has lead to the improvement of the very.nature of the
plants — their nutritional value. Scientists have been
able to enhance particular nutritional traits by selectively controlling through altering DNA to have portions that will create only proteins that will work in the
synthesis of the certain nutritional aspect.
In a trickle-down method,
poultry feed oftentimes con-

cines.
Until recently, mice and other more simplistic creatures were modified. Now, with the creby robert barriefcfc
ation ANDi, the genetically modified monkey'
scientists have created an animal with very close
%^% / hile most students lamented their genetic ties to the human race. The motivation
*/ ^r first day of class, the world's scientif- behind such a science is to create more reliable
ic community was awash with the cures for human ailments.
Animal rights activists oppose creating monnews that a genetically modified primate had
been created. On Jan.. 11, researchers at the keys for laboratory testing. PeTA has adamantly
Oregon Regional Primate Research Center opposed such technology, citing that it is cruel to
announced that they had produced a Rhesus animals. Scientists maintain that such measures
monkey whose DNA contained a jellyfish gene. ultimately save human lives.
The possibility of using genetically modified
Last year, Kraft Foods pulled certain products from the shelf after discovering that they monkeys to help create cures for human diseases
contained a certain type of genetically modified is revolutionary. Historically, mice and other
corn. Around the same time, Gerber, one of the laboratory animals have been used to develop
world's largest producers of baby food, pledged medical treatments. The advent of such technolto stop using any genetically modified foods in ogy has definite possibilities, but it also brings
its products.
scientists one step closer to human genetic modAlmost weekly, stories related to the field of ification.
genetics are spotlighted by the news media; and
The ethical dilemma of human genetic modthis is only the tip of the iceberg. Public reaction ification has long been questioned by scientists,
to genetic engineering has varied greatly among writers and religious philosophers. In such a
nations. For the most part, America has quietly debate, many scholars point to Alduous
accepted the biotech revolution, while Europe Huxley's prophetic Brave New World. Huxley
has loudly urged for caution.
describes a totalitarian society whose populaAs the biotech sector has gained momentum- &*tion is genetically modified according to class
in the United States, many of the nation's scigar • status and intelligence.
tists have started to question the industx-yjs c4^"
Dr. Kelly Smith, a philosophy professor who
tionary measures. As an emerging industry, teaches the science and values course, generally
there are very few federal regulation's at this *^Ssfslo^upport genetic engineering. He feels
time.
nm... Genetic
uwivuv. engineering
i_ngnii_i_i mg raises
iaijcj very'iiwpemBff*'
vu y iTrrp^rrcmi-^^^icenrj-ici
us outweigh
uui weigu the
LIIC negatives of
01 geneticalgenetlCal5K%e"riefits
ethical questions, and it should be approached ly engineering primates or even human beings
with great trepidation.
; ^8T 'But he does allude to possible dangers of such a
**®»&- sconce
aoriculfcural $ W^ftA
^If you ask me what sort of nightmare sce|p!|5M find most plausible, it's that genetic testing^vill become more widespread and then, in
Recognizing genetics as a rapidly^qj^ngs Jenjutiction with this 'genes are destiny' stuff,
industry, the University formed the CTernso^* people will start to advocate control of human'
University Genomics Institute (CUGR seuef§L* breeding," said Smith. "In the 1960s, the Nobel
years ago. Though a young department tVNQi fkOreate Linus Pauling suggested we test everyalready has a staff of 72 employees. Nel
^edthen tattoo the information on their
the department will move into a br
:ads so that people could see your genes at
building across from the Hendrix
ice and thus easjl^practice. good breeding
Center.
Jene. Now that's scary 'stuff and its-not too
"Hgre [at CUGI], we are doing a lot
Fetched-because it's both technically feasible
framework for any research in the plant a
"■ actually been tried many times in the
of the world needs a resource, and we'j
*
that. We are trying to decode the genorfo
iCTically modified human beings are still
ious plants by determining the gene co
'fiction, but using current technology,
each chromosome," explained Dr. Yeisoo ..
task is plausible. Presently, an internais m charge of the DNA Sequencing Cent^a^tional ban on human cloning prohibits such
kreh. This stance could ultimately waiver if
Currently CUGI is focused on mappiifgj
■■■nBiQptnJQns of society shift
genome lor the following plants: rice, ^ffrghiiharwii \ixrr~"
ley, and the tomato. The work done';*:
! {FOLDQSUir®
University will be the basis for many gerte
ly modified foods. Most of the work done"
Despite public concern, genetic engineering
CUGI has yet to be commercialized.
ttmost likely progress. Special interest groups
Presently, a wide variety of genetically.
ified agricultural products are^iiaoie' on "the "ugS^tSP^rSmagr^5
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nee ed food befamlSZ fC^*£Sm*^fi^ * prwr majoring in biological
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ing StarLink's
The
Protection Agency had approved the corn for
use only in animal feed.
Noting such concerns, Yu stated, "for right
now, we still don't know about that [the longterm ramifications of using genetically modified food]. There might be some side affects that
we can see much later. Right now, it looks like it
is basically OK. That is still controversial The
gene itself is modified with DNA from outside
that plant. DNA is transferred from one species
to another species. We have to be careful about
that. Many people worry about that."
■

animal sipplr-^teftnfii]©
At the University genetic research has been
focused almost solely on agricultural products
Elsewhere in the nation and world, however a
number of scientists have dedicated themselves to genetically engineering animal—M
DNA. For years, transgenic laboratory ani^*
mals have been created to test new medi
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Bector favors government regulation to make
sure the work of genetic scientists does not
endanger the public. Similar sentiments are very
popular in Europe. Last week, activists put pressure on the European Parliament to create zones
that would be free of genetically modified products and place a ban on experimental cultivation.
Green activists in Europe and the United
States argue that genetically modified plants
and animals may pose a threat to the environment and human health. Many scientists argue
that their caution is warranted, considering how
new the science is. The field of genetics is invalu-'
able to society, but
how this understanding is eventually used is the
ultimate test of
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sists of genetically
improved corn elements. This in
turn will end up making the
poultry more nutritious and
eventually will end up affecting
human nutrition once consumed
Vegetarians rely heavily on
using soybeans as a source of protein. Being as such, scientists have
worked with increasing the protein found in the beans by genetically predisposing the plant to
inherently produce more proteins. Then when consumers buy
these soybeans, they will get a
direct source of "improved" proteins. .
Being the lead agricultural
school that it is, Clemson has put
itself on the map with the creation of the Clemson University
Genomic Institute. Dr. Yessou Yu
heads the DNA sequencing at the
institute where the goal is to create a more productive and/or a
more nutritious plant. And being
a public institution rather than a
corporate entity, all processes are
state supported in some manner.
This will help decrease the cost of
such relatively expensive technology.
"The main thing," says Yu, "is
that if all this work were done by
the companies, the farmers would
end up paying for it. All the farmers will have to pay a lot of money
for is the seeds. In public research
like ours — of course some patent
will be given — but the public
will be the major beneficiary."
It seems the public has
entrusted this to scientists like
Yu, despite possible risks.
Otherwise, as Smith says, "If people did not think this technology .
offered far more promise than
danger, they would not be willing
'tb use their tax dollars to pursue
IOHM

%

ing seems promising but vague. organ transplant lists obsolete
On the one hand, scientists do and lowering the costs so that
not know exactly- what to they are accessible to everyone
expect from the development of Scientists look toward an age of
genetic technology — whether it no Alzheimer's or Down's or TaySach's. All they need is time to
will be abused or not.
"The potential explosion in our allow a relatively young science
knowledge of human biology •to emerge further so that end
from genetic technology is so results can help justify the means.
With respect to the future
enormous that it's really hard to
overstate the potential upside, potential, Smith said, "Well, in
given enough time for the tech- 100 years or so, most people will
nology to mature. Of course, look with amusement on those
many of the dreams people have who still oppose the use of genetfor the technology will not pan ic technology. Sure, it will bring
out, but this is par for the course. problems, but it will also lead to
Those that do pan out will proba- amazing new treatments for disbly be well worth the cost," said ease, new research vehicles, a
Smith in response to genetic vastly improved understanding
of biology, and a host of other
naysayers.
goods."
World hunger and malnutrition can be ended with science's genetic strengthening
of these plants used in food
crops. Overall costs could
j
eventually be driven down by
lower production costs by the
farmers. Food would be able
to be grown and sold cheaply
to any place in the world.
According to scientists,
there lies too much potential
in finding treatments and
cures for genetic diseases that
have long plagued humanity.
Science sees the time in the
. near future when it will be
able to cultivate organs for
transplants, thus making

J
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First, there was Dolly the
sheep — the first mammal cloned
from adult cells. Then there was
Tetra, the first clone from the pri-r
mates, the family in which Homo
sapiens belong. Now scientists at
the Oregon Regional Primate
Research Center have unveiled
ANDi, the first primate to have
been engineered with another
specie's DNA. And with age, the
jellyfish gene that was added to
ANDi's DNA may eventually
cause the little Rhesus monkey to
glow in the dark (under certain
light). The scientists had to perfect this delicate process so that
more noble goals could eventually be achieved.
Since purity and constancy is
need when testing treatments on
animal subjects, ANDi's designer
scientists had to first complete
the first primate clone, so that
exact genetic replicas could be
made from ANDi, especially if
the jellyfish gene did not make it
into to his reproductive cells or
caused sterility. Then they could
move on to trying to add other
species' genes into his DNA.
The process of going across
species boundaries and mixing
genotypes of vastly different
organisms, called transgenic
manipulating, has been happening for years, just never in a so
closely related cousin to humans
as in ANDi's case. With this
advent, scientists are hoping that
now that a cross-species to lower
• primates is possible, eventually
these animals will be infused
with deleterious human DNA
splices. This in turn would allow
for the development of treatments
and potential cures from testing
done with affected primates.

trie {FajjtteQJtr®
The future of genetic engineer-
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PART-TIME EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS,
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Coupon good for most vehicles.
Not valid with any other offer.
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Coffee House
Coffee House Hour
(Cappuccino's)
Feb1st(9-10pm)
"spoken word" event

Free food and
^Prizes!!!
Barry Drake

®

with Barry Drake
Friday, Feb. 2
(7PM)
Tillman Auditorium

SPECIAL FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
©McKissick Theatre
Jan. 31-9 PM

P(o)lEigki_(Q).m
CYm-HiA

Underground Events

^
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COOPER

mime B@wum

Friday and Saturday'
nights 10pm-2am

radii

Don't miss out on
Cynthia Cooper, WNBA
star of the Houston
Comets
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O
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Edgars pub on Friday,
Feb. 2 10pm

'9pm Mk m§ht
Edgar's Pub 8pm on
Jan. 31
^lyjii'

IKJ

icr

Comedian Joe
Matarese at Edgar's
pub 10 pm on Jan.

January 27th - Meeting
Room A & B from 4pm-3am
(Spades Tournament Multiuse Room at 7pm)

?00\

Free Food and

Prizes
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1
side of the victim's car and hesitated, and the victim said that for
a moment he thought the attacker would investigate his car. But
instead, the attacker walked
away.
After a moment, the victim,
who was suffering from a laceration on the back of his neck
where he had been struck, followed his attacker to see where he
was headed. When the attacker
saw him following, he began to
run.
According to police reports,
the suspect ran northbound on
Klugh Avenue toward Heisman
Street.
The victim went back inside
Dillard to report what had happened, and the authorities were
notified. The victim was treated
at Oconee Memorial Hospital and
released. He reported that he now
has three staples in the back of
his neck, but it appears that he
will fully recover.
"I don't have anything now but
a bad headache," he said.
The suspect, a black male in
his early 20s, was reported to be
about 5-8 to 5-10 in height, with a.
stout build. He was last seen
wearing a light-colored jacket
and pants and a light-colored
baseball cap.
The victim said he did not get
a good view of his attacker. He
said that while being attacked, he
was not really paying close attention to his attacker. When the
attacker backed off, he had his
head down. Also, it was dark outside.
The victim does not know
with what he was struck.
"I recall hearing something
metal hit the ground after he hit
me," the victim said. "It could
have been my own lug wrench."
The police were unable to
determine if the lug wrench was
indeed the weapon. There were no
fingerprints, but the attacker may
have been wearing gloves. The
victim Was wearing a hat, so there
was no evidence of hair or blood
on the wrench, either.
The victim is sure that "he hit
me with something other than
his hand."
Fifteen or 20 minutes before
the attack, some students had
passed by the victim. The victim
believes that the attacker was
waiting for the students to leave
before he attacked, which is why
the victim heard something suspicious but saw nothing.
"I thought he might have been
looking around, waiting for the
kids to leave," the victim said.
"The police agree with me that he
might have been watching at the
ATM."
This could explain why the
victim saw his attacker walking
back and forth before he was
struck.
The victim said he was lucky
that he did not have anything to
steal.
"[The attacker] could have got
about three pennies in my van,"
he said, "but he would have had to
dig for it."
The victim warned students to
be careful when out at night.
"I see students running alone,
even some girls, and biking [at
that time of night]," the victim
said. "They should really be on
the watch. It's smart to travel in
twos. Be on the alert all the time."
He also cautions students to be
especially careful around ATMs,
since that is why he believes his
attacker was in the area. There are
four ATMs outside Dillard. The
victim thinks the attacker was
having no luck waiting for students to come to the ATMs, so he
chose someone else instead.
The victim believes the attack-'
er may have been hoping that he
would have a weekly paycheck on
him.'
"The world is a mean place," he
said. "I never gave [my safety] a
thought before last Friday."
FROM PAGE
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spend 40 years in prison.
For now, according to personnel at the Anderson County
Detention Center, Shakhirau will
be not be able to leave the jail
until a $500,000 surety bond is
paid for by a South Carolina property owner. Shakhirau, whose
permanent residence is in Greer
and currently resides at 211
Central Road in Pendleton, was

1
years. The second and most serious was driving under the influence resulting in death, which
carries a fine of $10,000 to
$25,000 and a sentence of up to 25
years.
Overall, Shakhirau may have
to pay up to $35,000 in fines and
FROM PAGE

unavailable for comment on the
recent events and the one mistake
that has changed his life for the
worse.
Yet to the Crawford family, no
amount of money or perhaps no
apology can repay for the loss of a
loved one. Crawford was known
to be an avid fisher, hunter and
gardener. With a home decorated
by trophies of deer, ducks and

JANUARY

geese, his passion for the sport
and most importantly, the man
himself will be missed.
The deceased's stepson told the
Anderson-Independent, "It's murder. That's what it is to me. He was
a wonderful father."
Crawford is survived by his.
wife, Bertha, mother, Edna, four
sons, Tommy, Doyle, Tony and
Chad, daughter, Charlene Granger
of Easley, brother, Thomas Milton
of Liberty, and sister, Juanita

26,70m

Patterson of Six Mile. A service in
memory of
the deceased
Crawford was held last week at
the Liberty Mortuary Chapel.
While the Crawfords continue
to mourn, it is another reminder
of what the effects of irresponsible alcohol usage, especially
drinking and driving, can do to
even an excellent student like 25year-old Shakhirau, who has been
on the Dean's List at the
University.

Its time to crack the books, let dominos do the cooking.
Lunchtime...
Dinnertime...
Late night snack...
Dominos is there.

Choose your favorite...

Student Deal!
Large
1-topping

$6.99
With student l.D.

o m m.
then, pile it on...

Toppings
Pepperoni, Ham, Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Sausage, Beef, Jalepenos, Hot Banana Peppers, Bacon.
Chicken, Tomatoes, and Extra Cheese
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TRAGEDY: Another life is claimed by drunk driving. Suspect Aliaksei
Shakhirau is currently in a detention center andjaces jail time.
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Michelin Career Center provides
information and help for anyone,
no matter their year, but seniors are
a high priority when interviewing
with companies and searching for
jobs is at the forefront. Senior
Kibble Harris has planned to wait
until after spring break to search
for a job because graduates in her
field of study are in high demand.
I do not think that it will be
hard for me to find a job. I am a
nursing major, [and] there are many
areas of nursing to choose from,"
she said.
English major Thomas Lee will
be graduating in August with a different thought in mind. "I have a
few ideas [about a job] but nothing
set in stone. I know most people
think they need to have a job as
soon as they get out of school and
some have to [have a job] in order to
survive. I'll probably travel to
Europe when I first graduate."
Flora Riley, director of the
Michelin Career Center, always
hopes that all of the student body
will take advantage of their
options. One of the central services
is online with CareerNet.
"We want' students to start
thinking of our CareerNet as a
monster.com, but on our system,
you can talk directly to employers,"
she said.
Riley suggested that students,
especially seniors, attend a
CareerNet orientation, which
walks students step by step
through all of the different applications that will help them search for
professional jobs or part-time jobs.
FROM PAGE

Two workshops will be offered on
Feb. 6 at 10:15 a.m. and 8'at 1:15 p.m.
in the McKissick Theater at the
Hendrix Student Center.
Those who are looking for jobs
can post their resume and see
which potential employers are
coming to the campus to do interviews. The Michelin Career Center
also offers a number of workshops
that focus on such topics as interviewing skills and resume and job
searching. "Attend an orientation,
and it goes from there. We are finding that students need a little
instruction [before they meet with
companies]," said Riley.
Up to 45-50 percent of seniors
who apply for jobs on CareerNet
receive interviews with a given
employer. Students can also view a
live taping of an orientation anytime through the Michelin Career
Center's library.
Another option for seniors and
other students interested in networking is an upcoming Career
Expo and Internship Fair on Feb.
20 and 21. Regardless of events and
workshops Riley affirmed that
seniors should prepare about a year
in advance of graduation, but
stressed that it is never too late to
start the process.
"That's not to say that not doing
[things ahead of time] means that
you're out of luck. Experience doesn't have to be paid experience," she
said.
In- fact, Riley said seniors who
have done little more than academics during their college career can
draw on class assignments that
have acted as similar learning
experiences to an internship. This
can be accentuated with the help

of a Career Center employee for
resume purposes. The Center welcomes student walk-ins TuesdayThursday during 11 a.m.-2 p.m. for
resume critiques.
Currently, there are approximately 880 seniors posted on
CareerNet, and Riley would like to
see that increase before the end of
the semester.
"The outlook is still good. It's a

#

1062 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, SC 29631
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bigger picture then just getting a
job," she said.
Another encouraging resource
is Ask-A-Tiger Network. It allows
current students to network with
University alumni in exploring
various career fields. Whatever the
need, Riley stressed that students
should find time to orient themselves with CareerNet and then go
from there.

"Getting into the website is the
main objective," she said.
The Michelin Career Center on
the third floor of the Hendrix
Student Center is open MondayFriday Pamphlets and booklets
addressing an types of career concerns are offered outside the office
for all students. To make a personal
appointment with a career counselor, call 656-6000.

Tne Division oi Student Anairs
Welcomes All Students to Clemson University for
Spring Semester 2001!
Below is a list ofthe office within the Division of Student Affairs and their location. Pleaselfedl free to contact
any of these offices ifthey can be of assistance.
251 Fike Recreation Center ...|||U 656-2315
Campus Recreation
316 Hendrix Student Center
^£... 656-6000
Career Service
Redfern Health Center
...,—..656-2451
Counseling and Psychological Services
Perimeter Road.
;|JL.. 656-2242
Fire & EMS
104HoltzendorffHall
JL.. 6564510
Judicial Services
„
,.
G-01-C Edgar Brown Union Building ^...656-5258
Municipal Court
G-01 Edgar Brown Union Building .^,.656-2270
Parking Services
............ Gentennial Blvd
Police Department
656-7640
101 Mell Hall
Student Affairs Information Technology
.6564)515
707 Edgar Brown Union Building
Student Development Services
Redfern Health Center
Student Disability Services..
Redfern Health Center
Student Health Services
..%.,..
University Housing
............ 210 Hendrix Student Center.,
University Union & Student Activities
602 Edgar Brown Union Buildinj
University Union Ticket Office & Info. Desk....
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It means you have acces
MORE CHANNELS!
MORE CHOICES with an intera
programming guide - Pay Per View E
Sports and Movies with half hour start times

To get all of the featured of
DIGITAL CABLE, call for
your FREE UPGRADE today!
A

Call PU SESSION today!
882-0002 or 654-7201

1
1
1
I | | | | | | | | | | | | |
FREE Upgrade for existing Northland Customers.

f
$
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(Up to 159 channels available

You can have it all in the
South Carolina Army National Guard

Call today and become a New Millennium Patriot!

mm1^ .

1 What is Digital Ca

: Free Delivery!
• Signing bonuses up to $8,000
• Montgomery Gl Bill (up to $ 16,668)
• State tuition assistance (up to $8,000)
• Great programs for prior service members
• Excellent pay and benefits
• Job training in many fields
• Part-time commitment
• Much, much more
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Northland Cable serves the off-campus areas only.
For on-campus service questions caff Northstar at 1-800-993-9313.
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HELPWANTID
GREAT FOOD, GREAT JOBS,
GREAT OUTDOORS!
Clemson University Outdoor
Lab needs student food
service support starting
immediately. Flexible hours
and some weekend work
required. For more information, contact Jim Domanico
at 646-7502.
www.clemson.edu/outdoorlab

Weinacker's Restaurant
is now accepting applications for full-time and
part-time experienced
waitstaff. 2nd shift,
Tuesday through Saturday,
closed Sunday and Monday,
and less than 12 miles
from campus. Call for interview after 5pm: 972-9302.

Call 865-609-9033.
Upatate Children and
Families Need Your Help!
Full and Part time positions available at Anderson
Youth Association, a therapeutic environment for emotionally handicapped children. We want individuals
who will provide one-on-one
positive role modeling,
behavior management,
Foster homes and transportation to at-risk youth.
Positians are available in
Anderson, Greenville,
Laurens, Greenwood,
Oconee, Pickens, and
Spartanburg.
To begin positively impacting lives today, call
the job line at
1-800-354-1628
and press 6.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Earn $3000-$7000 and
gain valuable business
experience working for
Clemson University's
Official Campus Telephone
Directory. Excellent advertising, sales, and marketing
opportunity. GREAT
RESUME BOOSTER!
Call Renee at
AroundCampus, Inc.

1-800-466-2221 ext. 334.
www.aroundcampus.com
EMPLOYMENT:
STUDENT OUTREACHEarn $600 in just 3 months
(Jan.-Mar.), part-time.
National Christian mission
i,j organization now hiring
'coordinator to organize„ student activities on Clemson
campus.

TORRENT "
CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN
654^5483.
House in Clemson. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths.
$980/month (3 persons).

653-3512.
House in Clemson.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
screened porch.
$825/month.

653-3512.
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FRATERNITIES! SORORITIES!

Kitchen Next to Clubs!
7 Parties-Free Drinks!
Daytona $159!
South Beach $199!
springbreaktravel.com

CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!

1-800-678-6386

jn^rsni^a@worldnetLattne^

EARLY SIGNERS SPECIAL!
Reduced rent to less than a dorm room.
Beautiful pool and recreation area.
Limited number of spacious 2 bedroom,
2 bath units. First come, first serve.
Grab your best 2 or 3 friends and then
Call Mr. Simmons @ 864-224-0593.

Fully furnished apartment,
washer/dryer, pool, large
storage room, 10 minute
walk to campus.

Call 1-800-578-9222.
2 bdrm, 2 ba trailer w/fireplace. Rent in the country.
$400/mo, Pickens and Six
Mile line. 6 miles from
Clemson University.
Caretaking opportunity
available in exchange for
partial rent; carpentry skills
preferred.
Contact
cyoder7425@aol.com
and leave phone number.
2 or 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Condo. Fully furnished,
washer/dryer, living room,
dining room, desk in each
bedroom, garage/locked
storage room. Large
pool/Walk to campus.
Call Mr. Simmons;
(864)224-0593.
For Rent: 2 bedroom, 2
,-bath condo. Fully furnished,
'irouding living room, dining
room,, washer/dryer, desks
0 iPeadri bedroom, double
storage with built-in draw-

ers. Fully renovated and
new carpets and ceiling
fans. Beautiful pool, picnic
area, and volleyball court.
2 tenants=$525.00/mo.
3 tenants=$575.00/mo.
4 tenants=$650.00/mo.
Call Mr. Simmons
(864)224-0593
RENT 3BR/2.5BA APT!
Available Fall Semester
2001. W/D! Walk to
Campus! $875/mo.
Call 864-297-3694 or email
andersma@worldnet.att.net
Furnished House for Rent
2BR, 2BA completely furnished house on lake
w/boat dock and W/D.
Maximum 2 renters, graduates preferred. No pets, no
smoking. $750/mo.
includes utilities.
864-675-0580

FORSALE
FOR SALE: 3BR/2.5BA APT!
Excellent Location and Cash
Flow! Perfect Investment @

$75k. Call 864-297-3694
or email

MISCELLANEOUS
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
campusfundraiser.com
• three-hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238,
or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com!

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahama
Florida
Europe

TRAVEL
Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 Days $279!
Includes Meals & Free
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida!
Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386
MOLSON
SUN«SNOW»PARTY

Tremblant.Quebac, Canada

$299

January / Springbreak
~] Days & Nights
1
Parties»Condo*Llft Tix

1.800.999.ski.9
WWW.SKITRAVEL.COM

Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/

On> rampws <onfert:

Paul®

a
TRAVEL
SERVICES

864-858-7344
DMM@

1-800-648-4649

864-654-9528

www.ststrflvel.wm

864-858-7249

Dehrin®

SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH
"SUMMIT" LUXURY
CONDOS
OWNER DISCOUNT RATES
(404)355-9637

Don't think 16,000
people will read
what's on this
page?
Why? You just did.
CALL 656-2150
TO ADVERTISE
IN THE TIGER.

^^ ^^ ^^ 3vf 3vf i# 1# 1# Ivf %F ^^ 3vf wF wF

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
D
tPMMHLIP 3 ^d§ 1M?
NEW EAST CAMPUS
APARTMENTS

Open HouseCome see a sample
apartment and have all
of your questions
answered!
Don't Miss It!
V
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For more infortmation
CALL 656-2295
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Come oin the

Wbmen's tennis swings into season
^-Tigers begin indoor season with strong wins over
L/NCG.
ANDREA MESSERVY

staff writer

On Saturday, Jan 20, Clemson's
women's tennis team defeated the
UNC Greensboro Spartans 7-0. In
the number one singles spot, junior
Carminia Giraldo won by scores of
6-1,6-3. In the number two singles,
senior captain Christina Oldock
won her match 6-1,7-6 (7-0). Ana
Savitskaya won in the number
three spot, with a scores of 6-3,6-2.
In the number four and five spots
sophomores Laurence Jayet and
Ana Stiglic won 6-1,6-2, and 6-3,6-3
respectively. Freshman Ashlea
Bowen finished the sweep from the
six singles spot with a score of 6-3,
6-3.
"My first college match was a
great experience," said Bowen, who
grew up a Clemson fan. "I was nervous and felt as though I couldn't

even hit the ball, but once I had a
few games under my belt I was able
to focus."
The Tigers also scored points in
the doubles categories, winning
two out of three matches. The
teams consisted of Clemson juniors
Savitskaya and Giraldo winning 83 in the number one spot, and in the
number two spot Oldock and Jayet
also won 8-3. In the number three
spot, Bowen and Sunnie Harmon
fell to UNC-Greensboro's Weber
and Peel, 8-4.
The season is divided into five
separate parts featuring a fall season, a regular season, and conference matchups. The post-season
consists of the ACC Tournament
followed by the NCAA tournament.
"I think that this year, our main
goals are to just take one match at a
time, and not look too far ahead in
the future," said Oldock. "Right now
we are in the beginning, but we had
a great start against. UNCGreensboro."
With the season on the brink,

team goals are being solidified.
"We want to beat Duke this year,
which will definitely be a fight, but
I think we are all pretty psyched for
that," said Oldock. "And we also
want to be ACC champions this
year, and to do well at the NCAA's."
The team is also relatively
young this year, with five underclassmen. Two new arrivals are
junior transfer from Bulgaria,
Milend Stanoytcheva, and freshman Anna Dolinska from Poland..
Older players such as Oldock and
Giraldo do not think these circumstances will factor into the success
of the team's season.
"We have all traveled a lot as
juniors all over the world, nationally, etc., and together we bring each
other many tips and strategies,"
said Oldock. "This is what makes a
championship team."
The Lady Tigers will be back in
action this Friday, Jan. 26, against
College of Charleston at 1 p.m. and
Sunday against South Alabama "at
10:30 a.m.
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With All C
Digital Films!

Available At Information Desks
University union & Hendrix center

Widf

All Auditoriums!

Civic Center Dr. At Clemson Blvd. (Hwv 76)
3-miles beyond 1-85 in Anderson, SC

m

In All Auditoriums!
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Better Moviegoing!*
•
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The President's Commission on the Status of Women at

MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION BY HELPING STUDENTS ENTER
AND PREPARE FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL.

Clemson University is accepting nominations to recognize and

PROGRAM BENEFITS INCLUDE

honor women who have made significant contributions to

♦
♦

promoting the status of women at Clemson University.

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:

♦

Nominations are invited frpfti persons who wish to recognize

A GENEROUS STIPEND

individuals for the following categories: Academic Faculty,

' HeeiS §nf

FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE sTUDENT^Elfif&PARENT

Classified Staff, Graduate Student, Undergraduate Student, and

RECEIVED A FOUR-YEAR DEGREE)

♦
♦

Distinguished Contributor. The Distinguished Contributor could

FULL PELL GRANT ELIGIBILITY

♦

A PHYSICAL DISABILITY, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO ARE FIRSTGENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS AND/OR QUALIFY FOR FULL
PELL GRANT ELIGIBILITY
AT LEAST 60 HOURS COMPLETED TOWARD A BACHELOR'S DEGREE

♦
♦

AT LEAST A 3.0 CUMULATIVE GP A
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENCY

include alumni, senior administrators, unclassified staff, nonacademic faculty, major gift donors, and others who have made a
significant contribution to improving the status of women at
Clemson University. To nominate an individual, complete an

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT ANNA MOORE, USC

COLUMBIA TRIO MCNATR PROGRAM COORDINATOR, AT 803/7775125, OR visrr OUR WEBSITE AND DOWNLOAD AN APPLICATION AT
WWW.CLA.SC.EDU/TRIQ.

outstanding woman nomination form (available from the
Commission Office, Tel. 656-1532, or the Women's Commission
website). Send it with a two-page vita, resume, or summary of

MLTrftt^»^

the nominee's career activities, and two letters in support of the
nominee, to the Women's Commissions, 603 Strode Tower.
President Barker will recognize honorees at a reception on

Be A Woman's Advocate
Be An Egg Donor!

Wednesday, March 14, 2001, and 4:00 p.m., in the Rotunda of
the Strom Thurmond Institute. Deadline for nominations is
February 16, 2001.

Needed
Women ages 21-32 as anonymous
egg donors. Quatified candidates
compensated $2500. Self-injection
of medications required.

For more info, call 1-866-264-1503
Donor Egg Registry of the South

VMi» if n HKflM umvmify

Deadline for Nominations is February 16,2001
m

•

uxury Seat in a

%0» *"*

INTERESTED IN RECRUITING STUDENTS FOR THE TRIO RONALD

INFORMATION ON HOW TO FINANCB GRADUATE SCHOOL

i*

Movies & Showtimes: 225-STAR
or www.amstarcinemas.com

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AT COLUMBIA IS

♦
♦

I*
*
•
•
•

INTERESTED IN
GRADUATE SCHOOL?

VALUABLE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
ADVISEMENT ON THE GRADUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION PROCESS

•
•

b*
!•

m

E. MCNAIR POST-BACCALAUREATE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM.
THE GOAL OF THIS FROGRAM IS TO ADDRESS THE SHORTAGE OF

I*
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Buy and Sell Stuff
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# Restaurant AAenud
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See the Downtown I■

NJi ant life
Specak Your AAind
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"We're The Other Guys"
Near Cracker Barrel; Outback sfeakhouse & Hooters
Student Price
$5.00

222-3808
Sugar and Spice

-%

(R)
1:15, 3:15, (5:15), 7:15, 9:15

*

+
**

Cast Away
(PG-13)
1:30, 5:00, 8:00r

4

Chocolat
•

-

Family Mah

r

(PG-lsy ^ T/T "3T
1:45, (4:30), 7:00,-#30 '

♦JT

ut .C /

^1,J 1130}f4>1-5);7:00, 9:40-.*^*

Miss Congeniality

Snatch
. (R)

(PG-13)
7:50, (4:20), 7:05, 9:30

*

1:10, 3:20, (5:30), 7:40, 9:55

Finding Forester

The Emporer's New Groove

(FG-13)
1:20, (4:15), 7:10, ,10:00

(G)
1:00, 3:00, (5:00), 7:00, 9:00

13 Days

What Women Want

1:15, (4:05), 7:05, 9:50

(PG-13)
2:00, (4:35), 7:10, 9:45

Save the last Dance

102 Dalmations

(PG-13)
1:50, (4:25), 7:15, 9:35

(G)
1:00, 3:00, (5:00)

JLm

+
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(PG-13)

i

Traffic
(R)
1:30, (4:20), 7:10, 10:00

The Pledge
(R)
1:00, 3:30, 7:00 9:40

Showtlmes For Today Oniyi ATM in Lobby MC & VISA Accepted
•Wo Passat
Matins* Pricing , s (Twilight
snows*
jht Shows)
Bprimn
VISIT OUR WEBSITEI
trtiT«t wfww.aasternfaderal.com

This year's team looks a lot like
the Clemson team had an impresIfAwIm FROM BACK PAGE sive showing and managed to finAfter an impressive showing in ish 10th in the national spectrum
the Invitational, the team is cur- last season.
"We have returned a good mixrently ranked eighth in the nation.
ture
of youth and veterans on this
A ranking such as this could supply the team with even more pres- squad," said Pollock.
Some had a longer trip back
sure to be combined with the
than
others as three Clemson
always-demanding schedule in the
ACC. Node, however, is quick to dis- sprinters went to Sydney, Australia,
to compete in the 2000 Summer
miss this notion.
Games.
Freshman
"I am very confident with this Olympic
Dwight
Thomas,
sophomore
Jacey
team," Node responded. "When it is
all said and done, it [the number Harper and junior Ato Modibo each
eight ranking] could be an under- contended for metals in the games
ranking rather than an over-rank- in Sydney.
The men's program is strong in
ing."
many
areas, most notably with the
The team has drawn up a list of
10 goals to accomplish throughout sprint, hurdle and relay teams.
The middle distance and disthe 2000-2001 season. While the
top two goals are to win the ACC tance runners are very young but
indoor and outdoor champi- are improving as the season begins
onships, not far down on the list is to test their abilities.
Perhaps the only weakness with
to improve the team GPA. This is
not an easy task simply because the team lies in its lack of depth in
these women will have to improve the areas such as the shot put.
As the indoor
on
an
season rolls along
already
unconven- "I am very confident with and the outdoor
season approachtionally high
es, the Tigers look
mark of 3.09 this team. When it is all
to win a champifrom
this said and done, it [the
onship a little
past
fall number eight ranking]
more prestigious
semester.
could be an underthan that of the
"When
ACC-theN.CAA.
you get 30 ranking rather than an
"We are focusyoung ladies over-ranking."
ing on being
competing
champions on the
on the field
MARCIA NODE
national
level,"
and working
Women's Track & Field Head Coach
said Pollock.
hard
in
But before the
school, that's
men's
' and
pretty good," Node said. "I want to
see the same commitment in acad- women's programs seek to conquer
the nation, they must first prove
emics as in athletics."
If this women's track and field themselves to the local fans in
program accomplishes what it Clemson.
The Tiger Classic will be held
strives for both on the field and in
the classroom, then the possibilities Feb. 2 and 3 in order to showcase
the talent these programs have to
are endless.
.
Or as Node puts it, "We'll be- offer.
unstoppable this year, and in the
fh >-i^i
lutuJe as well."
—
On Feb. 16th, the Clemson men's
track and field team will travel to WAKE FRrBiAcK PAGE
Blacksburg, Va., for the ACC indoor
championships as four time Deacons by only three points at.
defending champions. The Tigers half time, allowing themselves the
have won the title nine of the last 12 opportunity to make a run at
Wake Forest in the closing minyears.
utes.
In spite of their loss, Shyatt
Seventeen-time ACC Coach of
and
the
Tigers feel good about the
the Year Bob Pollock and his assisway
the
team
played against one of
tants Charles Foster and Jarrett
Foster lead this team. The Tigers the nation's elite teams, and remain
expect success at the meet in optimistic for the rest of the season.
"We had a great opportunity
Blacksburg as well as in the upcomtoday
to take someone's spot in the
ing outdoor season because they
have good talent in all areas of the ACC," said Shyatt. "We could have
jumped over Georgia Tech."
program.
The Clemson team has. faced a
"We have a very well-rounded
program," says Pollock. "Our goal is tough conference schedule with at
to field a full team rather than one some stages as many as five-teams
being ranked in the nations top
that specializes in one area."
25. '
-'.;:■,■;
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BLACK HfSTOUy MONTH 2001

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
WE WILL PAY YOU TO GO TO PARTIES!!

"BRINGING SLACK HISTORY INTO FOCUS"
MONDAY, mttvw 3
UPAC AND QUA PROUDLY PRESENT.- us. CYNTHM "COOW COOPER

fORMERLY Of THE WNBA 2-TIME CHAMPION
HOUSTON COMETS, NOW PHOENIX MERCURY HMD COACH!
mituti AtmremuM

rm
ftmuAur t
0UA PRESENTS: TW StACK HISTORY TRIVIA GAMESHOW
JUCSOAY,

riUMAH AUWTOHIUIA
COMC our Aim SVPHXIT W

PART-TIME EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS*
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY*
WE WILL TRAIN
AND SUPPLY ALL EQUIPMENT*
OWN TRANSPORTATION A MUST!

« wwi OMAHIIATIONS AS THIY counrt

UK Mm Wllll
FRIMY, FEBRUARY 9
IN HONOR Of BUCK HISTORY MONTH, UPAC PRESENTS. THE HURRICANE"
MCKtSSICK THCA m-HtmiltX FTV0 W7 CfMTtR

tnt
WFVMFSPAY. FEBRUARY 146 THURSOAY, FEB. IS
Office Of MULTICULTURAL AffAIRS S UPAC PRESENT: SANKOFA AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSEUM ON
WHEELS
Himnu sruoeirr «« re» BAIWOOMS
IOOOAU-1: OOMA
AntlCAH AUEHICAH 4XTIFACTS, A*T, Ml C0UEC7IBLCS FROM THC litOS TO THE WlilNT WIU «f NtHAYlt!
munsoAY, rtmuAtra
Off ICE Of MUlTKUlTOttAl AffAIRS AND Off ICE Of GREEK UfE PRESENT:
MR. LAWRENCE ROSS, JR.
AmHoxorrmAWAmmNmNe^HtwmtmMt-mHarotYOfAmcAHAiAttttANnAmriiTffiAmsononiTttr
Henna ccitm SAUHOOU

mi
«ff* Am KON-emit«F escouxAsio

TO AnfmumwuBGcIIKCY!
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CONTACT BROOKE AT 885-0036
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CLASSIC
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Player and Rookie of the
Week Honors
Floyd, a sophomore guard
for the Tigers, earns ACC
Player of the Week recognition
after leading Clemson to three
league victories over Virginia,
Georgia Tech and Florida
State. For the week, the
Laurens, S.C., native, averaged
18.3 points and 5.3 rebounds
while connecting on 23 of 50
(.460) shots from the floor.
Against the Cavaliers,
Floyd scored 20 points and tallied 11 rebounds for her first
career double-double. She was
also 9 of 18 from the floor and
1 of 3 from behind the arc
while recording three assists
in 36 minutes of play.
Hobbs Becoming a
Legitimate Rebounding
Force
The chiseled freshman has
taken over the team lead in
total rebounds this year and is
ahead of the freshman pace set
by former Clemson greats
Dale Davis, Elden Campbell,
Horace
Grant,
Sharone
Wright, and Larry Nance.
Clemson freshman Chris
Hobbs has taken over the team
lead in total rebounds this year
with 109. He had 13 at Wake
Forest, his second highest total
of the-year. He had 15 in a game
against The Citadel earlier this
year.
He has jumped ahead of
Adam Allenspach in terms of
total
rebounds,
but
Allenspach, limited by a back
injury, still has the per game
lead.
Hobbs has been»Qn a
rebounding surge of Sis, he
has led Clemson in that area
in four of the last five games,
all against ACC competition.
He is now averaging 8.6
rebounds per league game
and that ranks fourth in the
conference. Only Terence
Morris (10.5), Travis Watson
(9.2) and Lonny Baxter (9.0)
are ahead of him in conference play.
When comparing Hobbs
against the great Clemson
rebounders in history his
freshman rebounds per
minute figure stands second
only, to Tree Rollins. Rollins
grabbed a rebound eyery 2.52
minutes his freshman season
(1973-74), while Hobbs gets
one every 2.65 minutes.
Hobbs is ahead of the freshman pace set by such greats
as Dale
Davis,
Elden
Campbell, Horace Grant,
Sharone Wright and Larry
Nance.
Athletic Department
Offering Group Tickets for
Men's ACC Basketball
Games at $5 Each
The Clemson University
Athletic Department Ticket
Office is offering a limited
number of group tickets for
the following Men's ACC
Basketball games at $5.00
each. The minimum amount
to order is twenty (20) per
game.
All group tickets are located in the. Upper Arena of
Littlejohn Coliseum. Jan. 27,
2001
Virginia 4:00
PM
Feb. 21,2001 Wake Forest
7:00 PM March 3,2001 Florida
State
12:00 PM
You may contact Lynn
Sparks at 864-656-4288 for
group ticket information.
-Staff Reports
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BOTH LOCATIONS HAVE
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ENERGY EFFICIENT, EQUIPPED KITCHENS, MINI-BLINDS, SPACIOUS
CLOSETS, WASHER/DRYER CONNECTIONS, L^NDRY FACILITIES^
SWIMMjy^iJ2QOJUJSEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING^ Hg|lR EMERGENCY
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HERITAGE STATION (1 BEDROOM)
WESTBANK (2 BEDROOM)
WESLEY STREET (2 BEDROOM)
STONE RIDGE (2 BEDROOM)

VICKSBURG (1 BEDROOM)
OLD CENTRAL ROAD (1 BEDROOM)
LINDSAY ROAD (1 BEDROOM)
COLLEGE STREET (1 BEDROOM)
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After Hours, Call: 654-3444, 888-0200, 647-2268 • FAX (864) 654-9030
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Q Super Bowl players take time to talk smack
ESPN.C0M

DJING EDGARS AND CLEMSON AREA

5000 Watts of Dancm' power
w/turntables, lights, and more!
Over 1200 LPs/400 Cds
hip-hop/techno/rap/SO's ^
Indie, Oldies, and Jazz.
Spring 2001 show dates still available

*Lowest Price!*
$50 off w/add
CALL 654-781

o
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Ask for Robert or Lv. message
http://mobile.dj.net/robertrobot.html

■O

Certain players live for days like
Media Day. Stick a camera or a
microphone in front of them and
the colorful quotes just roll off their
tongues. ESPN.com compiled some
of the best quotes from two of the
most colorful players from each
team.
Michael Strahan and Keith
Hamilton of the Giants, and Tony
Siragusa and Shannon Sharpe of
the Ravens had to say.
Tony Siragusa
Ravens defensive lineman
On what profession he would
pursue if he were a woman: "I'd be a
stripper."
His thoughts on the ban on
nude lap dancing in Tampa: "I was
looking to make a couple of extra
dollars. They shut me down."-"
On Ravens tight end Shannon
Sharpe: "Shannon, when he first
came on the team sort of reminded
me of Mr.-Ed the way his mouth
moves and stuff, sort of like a horse.
Then I saw his teeth and I knew it
was definitely him."
Odd question of the day: came
from actor/comedian Jay Mohr. "Do
you need a shoe horn to put on your
helmet?" To which Siragusa replied,
"No, not a shoe horn. I have to put a

little grease on my ear pads sometimes."
Shannon Sharpe
Ravens tight end
Score prediction: "I don't like to
make guarantees, but I guarantee
you this won't be a 41-0 game."
On talking smack: "You know
how many people have tried to shut
me up in the last 11 years? A lot of
them. You know who's actually
been able to do it? My mom and my
grandma. My brother can't do it; I'm
better looking, I've got more rings
and I got more money."
On Giants defensive back Jason
Sehorn's money (portfolio) vs. his
own: "He's probably got more
money; he's got a wife that's an
actress. My girlfriend doesn't work."
Michael Strahan
Giants defensive end
Look out below: "I can give some
advice to our (offensive) linemen
on blocking fat guys: Don't cut
them and let them fall on you. I was
with Tony (Siragusa) the other day,
and I don't know about him being
listed at 340. He's definitely pushing that."
Super bore: When asked why
people should watch a Super Bowl
between two defensive teams,
Strahan said, "Well, they watched
the first 34. So they'd better care

N'TGETPUSHEDAROUND
If you lave ken INJURED in a car
AlRESIE^podlliiyaitECAl HEPICall^iiilifpi
will gi¥§ yoi a fast, F1EEI
IMEIIMISJOJITBHEL,
Ceti3fpoiitiitto%
Lai unices II j)* Imi ASFOH) F»

iitoittwij,
ext to Mac's Dr!?©■!
Clara, S£

about No. 35."
Odd question of the day: Strahan
was asked which player is most
likely to wear a cup. His answer:
"Christian Peter. He punches people
in those things, so he expects to get
punched back."
Fall into the gap: "I've got a gap
tooth, and I'm proud of it. If I fixed
it, I'd be perfect, and my teammates
would have nothing to talk about.
So I'm going to keep it. Sometimes
people see (it) from a distance, and
they'll say, 'I thought that was you,
but until you smiled and opened
your mouth, I didn't know for sure."
Keith Hamilton
Giants defensive tackle
On dealing with stress: "The
pressure's on them. They got the
greatest defense in the world, right?
They supposed to kick our ass. All
we got to do is go out and play football."
On the Ravens trash talking:
"All their talking, all their flapping-yapping, the game is going to
be decided right out there on
Sunday. I love my team. I wouldn't
trade anybody they got for anybody we got right here."
On the no-power offenses in
Super Bowl XXXV: "You saw all the
high-powered offenses. What happened to them? They're not here."

TECH
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Coach Larry Shyatt was pleased
with the contribution Bains made
off the bench.
"Pasha came in and took some
big shots and made them," he
said.Bains finished the game with
12 points including three for three
from behind the arc.
Stockmon was another player
that really stepped up for the
Tigers offensively. Stockmon
started due to Ed Scott being sidelined with a fever. Stockmon was
able to -find open looks as the
Yellow Jackets focused their
defense on stopping Solomon.
Stockmon finished with 20
points and six assists. Stockmon
knew he would play an important role in the game if Clemson
wanted to win.
"I knew I would get open shots
with their pressure on Will. I just
had to step up and knock them
down."
Will Solomon started the
game shooting well and continued his torrid pace finishing with
41 points, two off of his career
high. Solomon was routinely double and sometimes triple-teamed
but was still able to get himself
open looks.
"My teammates got me open
and got me the ball, so if they do
that I'm going to deliver for
them," he said.
Solomon was very pleased
with the never say die attitude the
team displayed tonight. Even
down double digits the entire
night and facing a team that
made everything they looked at,
the Tigers came back and had a
chance.
"This team never gives up, we
were always fighting and trying
to get back in the game," he said."
Georgia Tech Head Coach
Paul Hewitt was very impressed
with Solomon's effort and
explained how the only way to
stop him was to simply pray.
"He is the best scorer in the
league. You have to play him
before he gets the ball but he is a
good enough ball handler to
bring the ball up and make
shots," he said.
A loss always hurts but with
such a young team, the Tigers
will be able to use this experience
in future ACC contests.
Clemson will next be in action
again at Littlejohn Colliseum
against the University of Virginia
on Saturday at 4 PM.
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^tiO CENTER
SP0f?r$ MWS H4VE
MORE CHOICES THAN
EVER, HERE ARE SOME
EVENTS GREENVILLE'S BlLO CENTER HAS TO OFFER
CLEMSON STUDENTS.
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lesides Death Valley and
. Littlejohn, Clemson students
' can explore what their community has to offer at the BI-LO
Center. Located in downtown
Greenville just off Highway 123,
this arena offers more than just concerts; there is also something for all
sports fans.
It is home to the Sheer Sports
Divison of the East Coast Hockey
League's Greenville Grrrowl and
the Arena Football League's
Carolina Rhinos.
"We have a well-rounded menu
of opportunities at the Bl-LO
Center," said Executive Director of
Volume Services Ed Rubinstein. "It
runs the whole spectrum of ages,
ethnic backgrounds and financial
situations. The events we present
here are really a microcosm of society as a whole."
Their lineup for the coming
months also features a Monster
Truck Rally, Champions on Ice, the
Southern Conference Basketball
Tournament, a Rodeo and WCW.
"I like all of the sports that the
Bl-LO Center brings to Greenville,".
said Abby Wallis. "I also like how
the community comes together."
The following is a highlighted
list of those events.
The Greenville Grrrowl
On entering the Dog House get
ready for a highly physical and
fast-paced bout of hockey. There is
no doubting that these guys are
profes-
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"Clemson students can see a
sport that most people in the South
are not used to," said Wallis, a
speech and communication major
who is in her second season working with the Grrrowl. "It gives college students an opportunity to see
great players, who might eventually
be starring in the NHL."
The Grrrowl currently has contract players from the Boston Bruins
and
the
Atlanta
Thrashers.
"Compare
to Clemson
sporting
events, it is a
completely
different
atmosphere," said
Wallis. "You get to see professional
athletes who are out there to do
their job. It is a different level of
play."
Even it you are not a sports tan
there is still reason to turryout for a
hockey game,Musie'by artifte such
as the Village People, Billy Joel and
Fat Boy Slim is continually blared
throughout the rink and surrounding stands. Like Clemson, the
Grrrowl has its own version of the
Rally Cats know as the Grrrowl
Girls. Free giveaways and game
contests are also offered to keep
fans entertained before games and
during intermissions.
Thursday night
is dollar beer
night, so people
seeking a relaxing
t I o n
evening will be
exudright at home.
ed by
Visit their webthese
site
at
athwww.grrrowl.com
letes is
for more informasure to
tion.
spill over into a fight on the ice that
The Carolina Rhinos
makes for good entertainment.
In their second season, the
"It is a great atmosphere to expeArena
Football Leagues Carolina
rience the game of hockey, particularly if you have never been to a Rhinos are looking to make a good
hockey game," said Grrrowl Head showing. Behind Head Coach
Coach Karl Marks. "Hockey is a Earnest Wilson the Rhinos had an
sport that is hard to appreciate impressive first year. Players such as
from television; it doesn't do the WR/DB Michael Allen (Clemson,
'99), WR/RB . Monty Means
game justice."
The Greenville Grrrowl home (University of South Carolina, '95)
games start at 7:05 p.m. You still and OL/DL BJ Pate (Furman
have time to catch the Grrrowl with University, '99) earned the team an
seven scheduled home games AF2 playoff berth.
Arena football is known as
remaining. Ticket prices range
a
"50
yard indoor war." It
from $6-30.
involves
intense
"In my opinion,
hits against the
some of the bet- '
boards that surter seats here are
round the field,
the cheaper
and often times
seats
. the players thembecause the|
selves end up in
higher ut
'the
audience
you are, the
members
laps.
better thel
The close proximview
you
ity of fans allows
get,"
the audience to
Marks. "It is not
really feel the game.
going to cost you a fortune,
Players are also closer to the fans
in fact, it costs more to go to a rnovie and autograph sessions are
that it costs to come here for a
required.
game."
• "Last year the AF2 was a comLast year, the Grrrowl led the
pletely new league," said Wallis. "It
league in attendance; this year the
is big up north and they hope it will
team averages 6,382 fans a game.

': 222

"*2

be a breeding ground for future
NFL players."
The club's first home game is
Saturday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m. The
complete season runs with eight
home games, and season tickets
range in price from $48-480
The BI-LO center encourages
people to "join the stampede" and
visit their website at www.carolinarhinos.com.
Monster Trucks
SFX
Motor
Sports is bringing the U.S. Hot
JRod Monster
'Jam
tonight
and tomorrow
. i g h t .
Highlighting
the
show will be performances by
Destroyer, Equalizer, Gravedigger
and Eradicator. Friday's show is at 8
p.m. while Saturday's shows start at
2 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. If purchased in
advance tickets are $16 for adults
and $8 for kids. At the door they are*
$18 for adults.
To learn more log in at
www.ushra.com.
Champions on Ice
Did you know that ice skating
garnered higher ratings than the
Subway Series this past season?
Well it did.
On Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. the BI-LO
center will present Champions on
Ice. Skating will be the likes of
Brian Boitano, Katarina Witt,
Dorothy Hamill, Nancy Kerrigan,
Victor Petrenko, Rudy Galindo,
Nicole Bobek, Surya Bonaly,
Philippe Candeloro, Kazakova and
Dimitriev, Punsalan and Swallow
and many more. They will be spinning and jumping to music by
Sting, Cabaret, Frank Sinatra, Sugar
Ray and Elvis.
Prices ranges include $51, $36
and $26. For more information visit
www.championsonice.com
Southern Conference Basketball
Tournament
If you are looking to take a break
from ACC action, the BI-LO center
will be hosting the 2000 SoCon
Basketball Tournament on March
1-4. Times will be announced at a
later date along with ticket prices.
How to get tickets:l-800-GOGROWL or visit ticketmaster.com
For Carolina Rhino information
dial (864) 467-4777. BI-LO Center
event hotline (864) 467-0008.
Tickets can be purchased at the
BI-LO Center Box Office
Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m..
Weekend hours vary by event. If
you would like to order tickets by
phone, call (864) 233-2525 for the
Greenville area or find the phone
number for your area at
Tic-ketmaster Charge-by-Phone.
You could also choose from the
many
Ticketmaster
Outlet
Locations. Or if you'd like to buy
tickets from where you're sitting
right now, check out wwwticketmaster.com.
-Holli Armstrong Sports Editor
photos by David Kalk
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Leone says farewell
► Ray Leone leaves flourishing Tiger programfor
fresh start at Arizona State.

quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament and finished the successful
season fifth in the national rankings with a 19-3-1 campaign. It was
Clemson's third quarterfinals in
four years and earned Leone ACC
PATRICK SHULTZ
staff writer
coach of the year honors.
Seemingly on top of the colleAfter one season as the Head
Coach of the Lady Tigers soccer giate soccer scene, Leone has not
team, Ray Leone shocked the given many specifics about his
Clemson community and resigned unexpected resignation.
He told Soccertimes.com that it
last month to become the coach at
is "a little bit of a chance to stop the
Arizona State University.
He takes over a program that crazy lifestyle. It's about thinking
compiled a 50-42-3 mark under about two or three years down the
Terri Patraw since its inception five road, when we both may not be
coaching full blast. I wouldn't have
' years ago.
According to Soccertimes.com, left if I didn't think [ASU] could
Leone said, "[Tracey and I] had every have the same success [as
intention of never leaving Clemson]."
The search for another head
Clemson, but sometimes events
happen in life that things change. coach has yielded 60 to 70 appli-The decision to leave was so diffi- cants, with several interviews takcult. It took so much thought. The ing place last week. Clemson officials
have
Clemson team is
^^^^_^_____ said someone
a large part of out
be
life. They were "I'm sad about leaving. I'm could
under conlike our kids."
tract by as
As an assistant also proud that I'm
early
as this
coach to his wife leaving the program in a
week,
but
Tracey
Leone, very strong condition."
that
no
Leone
helped
names
are
build a nationally
RAY LEONE
being
discompetitive proFormer Lady Tiger Head Coach cussed at this
gram at Clemson,
:
time.
The
Beginning in 1994
goal is to have
when the Tigers
became the first women's team to a coach by signing day, February
earn a berth into the NCAA 7th.
When asked about the future of
.Tournament in its inaugural season
the
new recruits, Leone said, "I like
as a Varsity program.
Leone was promoted to associ- the chances that [the class] is strong
ate head coach in 1998, co-head and it's going to stay because they
coach in 1999, and received com- love the school and they love the
plete control of the program when team."
Enough cannot be said about
Tracey Leone took a leave of
absence in 2000 to work with the Leone's influence on Clemson's
program and he will be sorely
under-16 national team.
During his reign, Clemson missed, but despite Leone's deparbecame Jnjjjrjte second sclpgl to ture, the Lady Tigers figure to COII-L
deny perennial conference power" "tinue the program's Unprecedefrteci
North Carolina the ACC regular- success.
"I'm sad about leaving," said
season title. That crowning
achievement was made possible Leone on the Arizona State
thanks to an electrifying defeat of University website. "I'm also proud
that I'm leaving the program in a
the Tar Heels, a first for the Tigers.
Also, Clemson advanced to the very strong condition."

Role on Team

Duke Game

get all of the attention?

For me personally, my role is
defense and rebounding. But
Coach Davis keeps telling me I
have to be a scorer which I can
do, but my confidence right now
is with defense and rebounding
because my numbers haven't
been that good offensively. I
think I'm a scorer, I know I can
score, but sometimes I just get a
mental lapse. Defense is always
there, you may have an off game
offensively but defense is always
my focus.
As far as a leadership role, the
young players always look up to
you. You have to stay focused
because whatever you do does
feeds off to them. I do consider
myself a leader but the good
thing about our team is that if
I'm down the other girls pick me
up. We have a whole bunch of
leaders on the team, not just
myself!

We have to beat Duke. We
have never won in Durham since
I have been at Clemson. We can't
have any mental lapses against
Duke. If we have a lead we have
to keep scoring and stay aggressive. We must be consistent if we
are going to beat Duke again.

The SEC has Tennessee and
Georgia, and overall the SEC
does get a lot of attention in
terms of television exposure. I
definitely think the competition
in our conference is as competitive as any. Every year we go to
Myrtle Beach for the ACC/SEC
challenge, which is a good test
for our conference.
This year we beat Auburn
who was ranked #9 at the time,
so in that respect the win looks
good for our conference but it
can go either way. Overall I
think the ACC as a conference
has great
:ompetiktion and a
■lot
of
iclass.

FSU Game
We were kicking some butt
for a while but at the very end
they had an 18-3 run on us. We
were up by about 25 then we
started getting worried as the
margin shrunk; Coach Davis
was upset with us for letting the
game get that close.
The run at the end lets them
know when we go down to
Florida State that they had success against us. It will give
Florida State more gonfidence
arid they will be out to get us.

[

Team Defense
Defense is Coach Davis' focus.
He always says 'offense sells
tickets, defense wins games, and
rebounding wins championships.' Our strategy on
defense is always changing. We
run different sets on inbound
plays and half-court sets, whatever it takes to keep the opposition off balance.
National Ranking
The polls don't mean anything to me. I really don't care
because any given day a
team could get beat. We'
have beaten ranked teams
and we have lost
unranked teams. I really
don't look at the rank-,
ings. I just play one
game at a time and'
move from there. It is
nice to be recog
nized as a top team,
though.
Do you think the ACC
gets enough respect as a
power conference for
Women, or does the SEC

^rou^^an^toKnow!T^^^^^^^
Send your questions for Will Solomon or Erin Batth to
sports@tlger.elemson.edu

Andersen Consulting
Changes Nam,e* And Vastly
Extends Capabilities
■J
"■' Jr

{There's never been a better time to build your career with us}

We've done more than just change
our name. At Accenture we're building a
completely new network of businesses that
will influence the shape of the new economy.

This presents new and exciting challenges for
our employees, with ever expanding career
options. There has never been a better time
to be part of our dynamic global force as we

bring innovations to improve the way the
world works and lives.
For those who want to create the future,
now is the time to be at Accenture.

Check out our Webcast - premiering on Thursday, February 1 (1:00 p.m. EST, 12:00 p.m. CST, 11:00 a.m. MST, 10:00 a.m. PST) - for information on our
new name and new opportunities, it's an interactive experience and career opportunity you won't want to miss.

Register for the Webcast at: eareers.accenture.com/webcasts

Consulting • Technology • Outsourcing • Alliances • Venture Capital
Accenture was formerly known as Andersen Consulting

accenture
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p Strong defense propels Tigers over Seminoles
► Clemson secures a number 20 rankingforthesec
ond week in a row.

Tigers once again was Floyd. She
scored 21 points, pulled down five
rebounds and dished out six assists.
Marci Glenny added 12 points,
seven assists, seven steals and five
RICK LOVEDAV
rebounds, while Julie Aderhold
staff writer
contributed 10 points in the effort.
The Tigers' defense was as Batth pulled in 13 rebounds while
staunch as ever in the women's basfellow backcourt mate Maggie
ketball victory over the Florida Slosser pulled in six boards.
State Seminoles. A crowd of 4,250
The game was Clemson's fourth
watched Clemson win by the score straight victory. This marked the
of 79-66..
second longest winning streak of
"I thought our pressing defense the season, following a.nine game
*
played a big part in today's game," streak earlier in the year.
said Lady Tiger Head Coach Jim
With the Lady Tigers up 24-21
Davis. "We forced 27 turnovers and only 5:48 left in the first half,
which in turn generated easy bas- Clemson went on a 14-4 run to take
kets for us at the other end."
a 38-25 lead. From this point, the
One of the stars of the- game was Lady Tigers never looked back.
Chrissy Floyd.
Early in the
"Chrissy had a
second half,
great game offen- ^———
t
h
e
sively, especially "I thought our pressing
Seminoles
in the second half.
pulled
to
Her
transition defense played a big part
within five
game was excel- in today's game. We forced
points, but
lent," said Davis. 27 turnovers which in
Clemson
"We executed our
then
half court offense turn generated easy
outscored
baskets for us at the other
very well today."
Florida State
Rebounding end."
13-6 to take a
has been a prob57-45 lead
lem of late, and
with
just
JIM DAVIS
Davis has been
under
10
Lady
Tiger
Head
Coach
stressing ■ the
==^=^==
minutes
importance
of
remaining.
fundamentals in
Aderhold
team practice. However, all the contributed five points in each of
kinks have yet to be ironed out,
these two Clemson runs, account"Erin [Batth] had another great ing for 10 of her 12 total points.
game rebounding," said Davis. "I
The Lady Tigers decided that a
was however disappointed in the 12-point lead was not enough. Over
overall team rebounding."
the next 6:36 they subjected the
Leading the 20th ranked Lady Seminoles to yet another scoring

drive; this time it was an 18-5 run.
This run brought the score to 75-50
and gave Clemson its largest lead of
the night. Andrea Gaines poured in
eight points to lead the run.
Katelyn Vujas led Florida State
with 16 points and pulled in 14
rebounds. April Taylor contributed
18 points and five steals.
Shinikki Whiting and Brook
Wychoff scored 15 and 12 points
respectively for the Seminoles, who
had only six players score in the
game.
Florida State narrowly won the
battle of the boards, outrebounding
Clemson 44-43. Vujas and Levys
Torres had 14 rebounds apiece for
the Seminoles while Batth pulled in
13 for the Tigers.
Clemson led in field goal percentage, hitting on 31 of 72 shots for
a 431 mark. Florida State shot 41
percent, hitting on 25 of 61 shots.
Clemson also won the battle of the
freebies, hitting 13 of 18 free throws
for just over 71 percent.
Florida State hit 14 of 21 from
the charity stripe for only 66 percent. The stat of the game was team
turnovers.
The Seminoles had 27 while the
Lady Tigers had only 18.
Clemson improved to 15-4 overall and 6-2 in ACC play while the
Seminoles fell to 11-6 overall and 34 in league play. The Tigers
remained ranked 20th in both the
Associated Press and the USA
Today polls.
Clemson's next game will be
Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m. against
the Duke Blue Devils. The game
will be played at Cameron Indoor
Stadium on the campus of Duke.

DAVID KALK/scnior staff

FIGHTING IT OUT: The Tigers battled Florida State's tough offensive
strategy to come out on top 70-66.

Clemson tracksters host Tiger $mnJnyitationd

nrraiso

► Indoor season successfully
kicks off for track andfield.
RICK LOVEDAY

staff writer

The Clemson track and field program competed in their second meet
of the season this past weekend. The
event was held in Littlejohn
Coliseum this past Friday and
Saturday. Twenty-one teams participated in the meet. The men's side
had 13 teams and the women's division had 18 teams. Ten teams
brought teams for both the men's
and women's division.
The women's division was close

endthe" University of South Florida
took first pkce with a score of 132.50
points. Clemson narrowly edged out
Western Carolina University by the
score of 92 to 87.50 for second place.
On the men's side of the action,
the meet was nowhere near being
close. Clemson scored 210 points to
totally dominate the competition.
The University of South Alabama
came in a distant second, scoring
67.50 points. The combined scores of
the second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth teams were only 12 points
more than the Tigers scored singlehandedly.

"I was very^atisfied with the performance of the team, they competed really well," said Men's Head
Coach Bob Pollock. "This was a great
win for us, but we still will have to go
out there next week at the same level
of play. The competition will only
get stiffer from here."
The women's team won five
events out of a possible 11, while the
men's team claimed nine events out
of a possible 15. The two teams combined to meet provisional qualifying
standards in three running events
and four field events.
Clemson swept the 60-meter
high hurdles. Sultan Tucker won the

men's event with a time of 7.86 three of four events.
Kai Maull took the men's triple
while Keke Elder won the women's
high hurdles with a time of 8.43. jump with a leap of 49-3. David
The Tigers men's team also set the Schenek won the weight throw with
fastest time of the year as David a distance of 55-11. Clemson swept
Collins won the 60-meter Dash in the pole vault event as Ryan Lewis
cleared a height of 15-9. On the
6.71.
Both men's and women's runners women's side, Mandy McLane
won the one-mile run. Jason Meany cleared a height of 11'9. The men's
and Shannon Schoppman ran times team finished one-two in the high
of 4:19.89 and 5:12.34, respectively. jump as both Malcolm Reynolds and
The men's 4x400m relay team won Doug Ameigh posted qualifying
with a time of 3:16.96 while the marks. Reynolds cleared 7-2 while
Distance Medley team pulled in a Ameigh cleared 7-1. Jamine Moton
swept both the shot put and the
time of 10:25.59.
Among the field events, thetook weight throw with distances of 51-7
four of six events as the women took . and 59-9, respectively.

FRO MT HE PR ESS BOX

Gettingaway withmurder?

*

Drug deal gone bad. Drug
deal gone bad. All sorts of
cash was spent on great
legal minds and the best solution
they arrived at to defend a murder case was a bad drug deal?
And it worked?
That would be like me disputing the reliability of DNA evidence at a crime scene by saying
how can 99.9% convince someone that it is my blood on the
knife. What about the 0.1%?
The trial of former Carolina
Panthers wide receiver Rae
Carruth is just the latest in a<now
long line of court cases whe^e
public figures, in particular'
sports athletes, have used their
vast amounts of cash to stave off
the punishment deserved.
The story goes like this.
Carruth's girlfriend at the time,
Cherica Adams, was pregnant
with his child and Carruth
decided that he didn't want to
pay child support. After some
hard thought, Carruth decided
the best way to solve the problem
and save some money was to kill
his girlfriend. Any of us would

moments after the shooting in
which she told the operator,
"somebody pulled up beside
me...I think he did it." Adams
went on to explain how Carruth's
The charges against Carruth
Ford Expedition pulled in front
when the trail began were firstof her to stop her car and another
degree murder, conspiracy to
car pulled up along side her car
committ murder, shooting into
and opened fire.
an occupied vehicle, and using
The defense stuck with the
an instrument with the intent to
claim that
destroy an
Adams had
unborn child.
backed out
With each
of a drug
witness the prosAndy Paland
deal recentecution called to
interim assistant
ly and this
the stand, all evisports
editor
caused
dence pointed to
Watkins to
Carruth as the
come after
mastermind
her. Defense
behind the murder. The driver of
lawyers
also pushed the idea that it was
the car, Michael Kennedy testified that Carruth had arranged
inconceivable for Carruth to be
the shooting. Theman who actuafraid of paying child support
ally pulled the trigger and awaits since his salary at the time was
his trial for first-degree murder,
$650,000 which is ample enough
Van Brett Watkins, also testified
to cover the payments.
Somehow the weak counterthat Carruth ordered the hit on
points of the defense proved to
Adams. The most damaging evileave enough doubt in the jurors '
dence against Carruth was the
minds as evidenced in their deci911 call that Adams placed

have made the same decision.
How else do you explain me not
paying any child support, exact-

sion. The decision of convicting
Carruth on three lesser charges
but not convicting him of firstdegree murder left many who
followed the case and trial
experts confused as to what
seemed like a comprimised decision on the jury's behalf.
Common law states that if the
prosecutors are able to prove the
underlying felony or felonies in
this case, then first-degree murder should follow suit. In
Carruth's case the jury found
Carruth guilty of thethree
underlying felonies but found
him not guilty of first-degree
murder.
This doesn't follow the felony
murder statute because he was
found guitly of the lower counts
which means he took part in the
crime which constitutes him
being guilty of murder. That is
why the attorneys on both sides
mention the idea of a compromised verdict.
Carruth's lawyer had enough
nerve to say that since the jury
did not find him guilty of felony
murder, it shows that his client is

innocent and this is the premise
the defense will take into trial to
appeal the decision.
What is lost in all of this is
the family of Cherica Adams
who is without their daughter.
And what should be a celebration with the addition of grandchild has turned into a tragedy.
The child will grow up without a
biological mother and a father
that will spend the majority of
her life staring at steel bars. The
child was born one month early
and has developed cerebral palsy
due to ramifications from the
shooting.
Carruth will spend a minimum of 19 years and a max of 24
years in jail, but has justice truly
been served in this trial?
All I know is I need to be rich
and keep Johnny Cochran's
number on speed dial so I can do
whatver the hell 1 want and
know I can get away with it.
Andy Paland is a senior majoring
in economics. Email comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Women's Tennis
vs. Col. of Charl., Friday, 1:30 p.m.
Swimming & Diving
vs. NC State, Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball
vs. Virginia, Saturday, 4 p.m.
Women's Basketball

Scalped
► Lady Tigers narrowly edge'Noles. f
Page 19

vs. Maryland, Feb. 1,7 p.m.

SPORTSPERSPECTIVE
BoGillooly
columnist

Tech defeats Tigers in offensive game
► Tigersfalltoahot
perimeter shooting Yellow
facket squad.

XFLishere
Pardon the expression, but
does anybody remember
"Smear the Queer?" If not,
then let me refresh your memory.
It is abackyard football game that
starts when everybody gets tired of
running and throwing and wants
to beat up the guy who got picked
last to start the game. With a yell
of "Smear the Queer" the football
is thrown at the runt and if he
can't throw it to someone else soon
enough then he is knocked down
and trampled on by everyone else.
Enter Vince McMahon and the
Xtreme Football League.
Combining the WWF with the
popularity of football, Vince
thinks he has created a league that
will surpass the NFL. This league
is supposed to remind fans of days
of old when football meant getting
up in somebody's grill, throw them
on the ground and let them know
about it. It's about blood and mud,
grunts and groans, coaches
screaming, crowds jeering, and language that would make your
grandmother blush.
Beginning Feb. 3, McMahon and
those morally challenged cheer- I
leaders we all keep seeing on TV
are poised to kickoff what will
either be 1) Ratings that whould
make Regis proud or 2) Just another arena-type football flop with
NFL benchwarmers. Here is a look
at the unique XFL rules.
1) Teams: Eight teams with 45
players each. The season consists of
10 games with the winners of both
divisions meeting in (no joke) "The
Big Game at the End."
2) Salaries: punters- $35,000,
Quarterbacks-$50,000 and other
players- $45,000. Starters earn a
$500 bonus per game and the winning team gets a $100,000 purse.
The losers don't get a dime.
3) Microphones: Everybody is
miked, players, coaches and the - locker room makes you wonder if
it's going to be one constant bleeep.
4) Punting: This is my
favorite—no fair catches. After the
returner catches the ball then we
are back to smearing the, well, you
know Any team that doesn't punt
it more than 25 yards and
inbounds is penalized. If the ball is
kicked through the end zone then
there is no return, however, if it is
nine yards deep then you had better start running.
5) Touchdowns: still worth six
but the extra point has to be run or
passed into the endzone no kicking.
6) Celebration: No penalty for
excessive celebration or trash talking as long as it doesn't slow the
game. This will increase taunting
and talking about the opponents'
mothers by 100 percent.
The question remains: Is this
really football, or the pigskin
equivalent of Kane choke-slamming Triple H on his way to a first
down before being brought down
by a metal folding chair to the
head? I wouldn't underestimate
McMahon. Don't forget, he took a
troubled wrestling operation and
turned it into a multi-million dollar enterprise. So tune in Feb. 3 to
the XFLs play-by-play colorman,
Jesse "The Body" Ventura (yes, he's
a governor), so we can see just
what this XFL has to offer.

ANDY PALAND

interim assistant sports editor

DAVID KALX/photo editor

FOR THE GOAL: Clemson's Dwon Clifton shoots over Georgia Tech
opponent Alvinjones in Wednesday night's match up.

Tigers play it close against
top 10 Demon Deacons
^-ClemSOn plays With
heart, but falters in closing

by Dwon Clifton with 2:33
remaining, which made the score

minute';

66_6L 0n the fouowm
g possession, Solomon was charged with
an offensive foul, his fourth foul of
the game, and was forced into a
less aggressive role. After
Solomon's fourth foul, Clemson
lost its momentum and was
unable to recover for the remaining minutes of the bout.
"We played a smart game, but
we didn't have it at the end," said
Shyatt. "If Will doesn't get called
for that foul, maybe we step it up
and who knows what would have
happened."
Solomon led the offensive
effort for the Tigers with 30 points,
increasing his season average to
21.6 points per game, good enough
to solidly lead the conference.
The Wake Forest charge was
led by Broderick Hicks, who
scored a season-high 18 points off
of the bench. Hicks, who started
the first 10 games of the season for
the Demon Deacons, hit a threepointer that gave Wake Forest a
23-22 first half lead, from it they
never looked back.
■ "I don't really care when I get in
the game," said Hicks. "I just go in
when they tell me to and play
hard while I'm in there."
Hicks' three-pointer was part
of a 23-5 Wake Forest run that
put Wake in control of the game.
Hicks scored eight straight points
during the run. In spite of Hicks'
strong play, the Tigers trailed the

BRYANT STONE

staff writer

In the closing minutes in
Winston-Salem on Sunday,
Clemson gave fans and faithful a
reason to think "upset."
But an offensive foul called on
Will Solomon with just over two
minutes to play caused Clemson
to lose its momentum, and
allowed number 10 Wake Forest
to escape with a 71-63 win in
Winston Salem.
Despite some very hard, smart
play, Clemson could not close the
deal.
"I thought we did a good job of
getting by people," said Clemson
Head Coach Larry Shyatt. "But
quite honestly, I thought there was
a lack of leadership down the
stretch."
The win marked the 10th consecutive victory for the Demon
Deacons over Clemson at home,
fifth overall against Clemson, and
eighteenth in the last 22 meetings.
It also snapped a two-game losing
streak for Wake Forest, whose
record stands at 14-3 overall and
3-3 in ACC conference play. The
Tigers, who lost their fourth game
in five contests, fell to 10-8 overall
and 1-4 in the ACC
Clemson had cut the Wake
Forest lead from double digits to
five following a basket by
Solomon and a three-point basket

SEE

WAKE, PAGE 14

111-108. Not exactly the typical
Clemson basketball game. The
usual focus on defense and holding
the opponent under 70 points for
the game quickly changed after the
hot start by Georgia Tech. Georgia
Tech utilized long threes to open up
a large lead early in the game and
spread Clemson's defense out to the
three-point arc.
Georgia Tech had five different
players hit threes in the first half
and shot a ridiculous 65 percent
from three by making 13 of 20
shots. Shaun Fein had the hot hand
for the Yellow Jackets from outside
as he connected on four threes in
the first half. Fein finished the game
making seven of nine attempts
from outside which contributed to
his 23 total points.
Georgia Tech also received a brilliant effort from their center Alvin
Jones. Jones used a variety of post
moves to keep the Clemson frontcourt off-balance all night. Jones
finished the game with 26 points
and seven rebounds. Clemson was
forced to foul Jones down the
stretch as the defense wasn't able to
match up with this size. To his credit Jones converted 14 of 19 free
■ throws Which proved to be-the difference in the game. Clemson Head
Coach Larry Shyatt was concerned
with Jones entering the game since
Adam Allenspach was out again
with a back injury.

"Coming in, we didn't match ujji
well with Jones. I compliment him^f
on playing well and making his free
throws," he said.
Georgia Tech Head Coach Paul
Hewitt was very happy with the
dominating performance his big
man had. Hewitt knows that when
Jones gets confident, he plays well
and that is what unfolded during
the game.
"Clemson came out and
attacked our shooters in the second
half. Alvin went to work down low
and scored. When we did get him
the ball and. they came with a double team, he made great decisions
and was able to pass to the open
player," he said.
Clemson did have a chance in
the final seconds of the game but
Will Solomon came up short on two
attempts. The Tigers showed great
resiliency being down 13 points
with about six minutes left in the
game. Guard Tony Stockman credits the defense with the turnaround.
"We played great defense down
the stretch which helped us get
back in the game. We were able to
get some steals and get to the free
throw line to stop the clock and cut
the lead," he said.
The closest the Tigers got was
after a layup by Solomon that cut
the lead to 110-108 with 20 seconds
remaining. Some missed free
throws by Georgia Tech gave
Clemson a chance but it just didn't
happen.
One player who provided some
big plays in the second half, including a three was Pasha Bains. Head
SEE TECH, PAGE
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[A RUN FOR IT]

SETTING PACE

DAN GOKZAUZ/phoro editor

CLEARING THE TOP:

Tiger track andfield members practice

clearing hurdles.
NICK CONGER

staff writer

High expectations have
been set for the women's
track and field program
by a new coaching staff led by
Marsha Node. Node, a former
all-ACC athlete while competing at Clemson, is joined by
Catherine Erickson and Rana
Reider in this their first season
working together. Erickson
comes to Clemson after a two
year coaching stint at the
University of Mississippi. She
will supervise the throwing
events, pole vault and the multi-

events. Reider, who was named
2000 National Outdoor Coach
of the Year by the U.S. Track
Coaches Association, will concentrate on the sprints, distance
and high jump for the Tigers.
The indoor track and field
season kicked off with the
Clemson Invitational on Jan.
19th and 20th. At the meet
Jamine Moton and Shekera
Weston both provisionally qualified for Nationals. Moton qualified in the shot put and weight
throw, and Weston in the 60meter dash.
SEE

TRACK, PAGE 14
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Little Theater presents Earnest
JAMI FAGG

staff writer

Over the next two weekends, the
Clemson Little Theater will be presenting Irish author, poet and playwright, Oscar Wilde's, The
Importance of Being Earnest, a classic comedy of two men as they
learn the vital importance of
"being Earnest" in more ways than
one.
First performed in 1898 at the St.
James Theater in London. The original version was written to have
four acts and eight characters.
When it was performed, however,
the producer had condensed the
play into two acts, cut four or five
scenes and omitted a couple of
characters. Wilde remarked after
seeing the producer's version of the
play that it was remarkably similar
to a play that he had written once.
John Fagan, the director of the
Little Theater production, will be
including all four .original acts
along with all of the original scenes
and characters.
Fagan chose to put on The
Importance of Being Earnest
because it is1 one of his favorite
plays. "It is a witty and funny play
that comments on some very serious issues," Fagan said. He agrees
with Wilde's sentiment that it is "a
serious play about frivolous people."
As is a theme in many of Wilde's
works, he uses The Importance of
Being Earnest as a vehicle through
which he comments on the social
ills of society.
Political issues such as socialism, political parties, women's
rights and even religion are
addressed, and throughout the
play tjiere are many satirical lines
with double meanings.
The Importance of Being Earnest
chronicles the misadventures of Mr.
Jack Worthing and Mr. Algernon
Moncrieff. The two young men create fictitious characters in their

UNIVERSAL

lives in order to slip away unnoticed from their daily responsibilities. Their arrangement works very
well until the women with whom
they fall in love, Cecily Cardew and
Gwendolen Fairfax, believe that
they are both engaged to Mr.
Earnest Worthing. When the two
women meet and exchange
engagement stories, the scheme is
unraveled, thus they learn the
importance of "being Earnest."
A major theme of this play is the
battle between the sexes. These
ideas are evident in the stereotypical male view of marriage, represented by Moncrieff, as something
that should be avoided and the silly
female view, represented by both
Cecily and Gwendolen, of writing
everything down in a diary and
only being able to love a man
named Earnest. Just as in real life,
however, all the characters are
forced to let go of their stereotypical in order to find love and happiness.
The most unique character in
the play is Lady Bracknell, who can
be considered the opposite of the
"typical" female. Throughout most
of the play, she is. in charge and
takes control of the relationships
between the young couples as well
as the affairs of her husband, who
is never seen, only mentioned.
Most of the issues addressed in this
play are confronted through the
character of Lady Bracknell who
also makes many of the statements
about politics and religion.
In addition, Dr. Chauseble and
Miss Prism are also two of the more
untypical characters. Dr. Chauseble
is a minister who is somewhat willing to stretch his religious principles to pursue a relationship with
Miss Prism, a governess with some
dark yet funny secrets in her past.
Wilde uses this couple to illustrate
the fact that things may not always
be as they seem in proper society.
The acting in general was suberb,

aMd

bringing Wilde's characters to life
time and again. The action of the
play was incrediby dynamic as
well as humorous. In addition, the
set decorated in bright, attractive
colors and antiques that, may have
been found in a Victorian home.
A lot of work evidently went
into this production. The cast and
crew, all of who are volunteers, have
been rehearsing since before
Christmas. So much attention
must be paid to details such as
finding just the right props and
costume. There is an amazing
amount of dedication that will
surely make the show a success.
So if you are looking for a Friday,
Saturday or Sunday activity that is
a little out of the ordinary you
might want to think of going to see
The Importance of Being Earnest:
Or, if you have always wanted to be
involved with the theater but didn't
know where to go, the Clemson
Little Theater would be glad. to
have you. All participants are volunteers; no expertise is required.
They are more than happy to work
with student directors, actors and
technicians.
The Clemson Little Theater performs at the Pendleton Playhouse,which is located about 200 yards
from downtown Pendleton on S.
Mechanic St. Show dates are
January 26-28 and February 2-4.
To make reservations in advance
call the ticket box-office at 864646-8100.

Sweep the Leg Johnny

Sto Cazzo!

The article printed last week pertaining to the opera Carmen was mistakenly credited to another.staff writer
when in fact it was written by our
assistant TimeOut editor Katie Smoak.

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
McKissick Theater
9 PM Wednesday, January 31

f REE ADMISSION
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive ear!y.
10 required. Ho one under the age of 13 will be admitted
without parent or legal guardian.
Presented in association with Union Program Council.
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might be relaxed and slow, just
to swell into a tidal wave of
hard-hitting, all-out madness.
As with the other songs, ycu
can't ignore the. heavy guitar
and amazing saxophone work.
Sto Cazzo! is the third
album from this Chicago band.
The past four years have seen
400 live shows from the band.
In 1999, they put on 145 shows
in the United States, Canada
and Europe. And what did they
do after 145 shows in 365 days?
They recorded this new album
an album that shows a progression in both complexity and
intelligence from past albums,
And what are they doing now
that this new album -has been
recorded and released? Touring.
Again. Sweep the Leg Johnny
really works as hard as they
play—awfully damn hard.

Sweep the Leg Johnny is not
a simple band Sure, they may
have a lineup that looks pretty
simple: guitar, drums, bass, saxophone, and vocals. But their
music is far from simple. Jt's
complex, its precise, its orchestrated. And it's PUNK. The bite
of .the guitar work drives the
songs along, while the 'simplebut-smart lyrics keep you listening on. The jumpy saxophone lets you know you're not
listening to an, ordinary record
or an ordinary band.
Sto Cazzo! dives right into
the chaotic punk, showcasing
the band's typical spastic guitar
and piercing saxophone on the
first track "The Fine Wrinkles;
We Have All of Them." But the
chaos is controlled; all the
chaotic parts play off each
other perfectly. Later in the
album, the song "Columbus
Day" fools you into thinking it
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WSBF plays it for the people at all hours
RYAN ORENDORF

staff writer
So what is emo, anyway?
Noted emo scholar and Clemson
student Tim Fuchs defines the
musical genre with a profound
analogy. "Emo is to punk rock what
R&B is to hip hop. Emo bands look
like punk rockers but they weep
profusely and play songs about getting dumped by their girlfriends."
"We play emo every week," says
Fuchs.
"And we cry," adds Tim's partner
in emo crime Bobby Congdon.
Fuchs and Congdon are student DJs
at WSBF, Clemson's non-commercial campus radio station that
began broadcasting as a jazz station
in the spring of 1960. They co-host
a specialty show called "Emo CryGasm" on Thursday nights from 911.
"We work hard up here. We have
a lot of fun and we put out a lot of
music that people need to listen to,"
beams Fuchs.
Despite 40 years of innovative
and creative broadcast audio at the
station, many Clemson students
have little or no knowledge about
what goes on at WSBF.
Pumping out 3,000 watts of
audio genius from 88.1 FM, most of
the current programming at WSBF
consists of rotation music shows
that play diverse underground
music but refuse to touch anything
in the Top 40 realm.
"We've got something for everyone," notes Chief Announcer Adam
Snider.
From punk, indie rock and
industrial to hip-hop, techno and
world beat to folk, blues and jazz,
the music in rotation is expansive
and constantly changing. Snider,
who DJ's a rotation show on WSBF
from 11-1 Monday nights, likes the
freedom he is afforded to play a
variety of music during his sets.
"Everyone should listen to my
show because everyone eats dinner
and makes love and I play music to
eat dinner and make love by,"
Snider quips dryly.
Another integral part of the program schedule at WSBF is the line'
up of jazz and specialty shows that
roll over the airwaves every week.
Jazz shows run weekday mornings
from 7-9 and the specialty shows
typically air during prime listening
hours, from 5 p.m.-l a.m. and focus
on specific genres and sub-genres
of music. The DJ who host these
shows are as odd, eclectic, fruity,
and charismatic as the music they
play.

Brian Williams, DJ B-Dubbz as
he's known on the air, is a Clemson
graduate who was a standout high
jumper and triple jumper on the
Clemson Track team. B Dubbz has
been with WSBF since his sophomore year and currently hosts a
popular hip hop show called "The
Revolution" on Tuesday nights from
9-11.
"I've got a lot of people listening
because there was a three year hiatus of a hip hop show before I started and that was a void that people
wanted filled," says B-Dubbz. To
create a richer, more exciting sound
on the air, the towering DJ showcases his turntable wizardry.
"All the mixing is done live. I
scratch over the music and my
partner Tony and I sit back and just
kick it, he says. Following "The
Revolution", B-Dubbz hosts "The
Thunderstorm", two hours of R&B
played Tuesday nights from 11-1.
Bleary-eyed insomniacs should also
tune in on any given weeknight
because Dubbz has been known to
pump hip-hop, R&B, and old
school rhythms throughout the
graveyard shift from 3-7 a.m.
Joe Delia Ferra is a 58-year-old
electronic technician who has been
with the station since 1991.
"I first started listening when I
moved here in 1980. I put up this
big antennae and I started turning
it around, pointing it in different
directions. I picked up WSBF,
which was 10 watt mono at the
time, and I've been listening ever
since", Joe says. Joe hosts "The
Protogressive Show" on Sunday
nights from 7-9. His parents were
classical musicians and he still has
a hungry predilection for innovative music.
"Progressive music takes current
standards and pushes them farther
outside the box", says Joe. It draws
influence from jazz, classical and
other types of mustcjand is al] wedded to a rock and roll mentality.
Some of it is familiar, but most of it
is very obscure. I figure if I like to
listen to it, there are other people
who want to hear it as well, and
they ought to have access to it."
The odd words of Dan
McCormack's opening song on the
progressive metal show "Disorders
of the Mind" float gingerly over the
airwaves: "Dead puppies aren't
much fun. They don't come when
you call, they don't chase squirrels
at all. Dead puppies aren't much
fun." Dan. nicknamed the COWGOD because of his unexplained
and long-running obsession with

Frank's Virtual Corner
What's up with all these
scooters around campus recently? Of course, I'm too cheap to
go out and, buy one of those
designer trick scooters with the
roller blade wheels. For all of us
thrifty college students out
there, http://www.ghettoscooter.com/ has the answer to all of
our scooter needs. Forget stainless steel and space age construct' , I want a scooter made
out of wood and duct tape. They
even have designer safety elbow
pads and kneepads to go with it.
It's hard to go wrong with timeproven ghetto construction
techniques.
Have you noticed the
amount of people who reek on
the Catbus in the mornings?
Are you too embarrassed to tell
them?
Don't
I ret;
http://youhavebo.com/ will
come to the rescue. Here is how
it works, you have to specify
your relationship to the offending stinker: co-worker, friend,
classmate, etc. Next, you rate the
stench from 1-10 and select a
suggestion to fix the funk (IE:
"Tike a bath, man!", "Bathe in
holy water," or "Move to

France"). After all this information has been entered, you have
to get one person to confirm
that the person does indeed
stink and a custom email notification is sent to Sir Reeks-A-Lot.
If you had forgotten about all
those annoying things that happened in the year 2000, don't
worry. The top 100 annoying
things of the year 2000 are listed in descending order on the
following
web
page:
http://www.xentertainment.com/annoy/one.
html. I don't agree with all of
the things this guy finds annoying, but I certainly agree with
numbers 94 and 50.
And of course, what could be
more annoying than having
your plane crash? The folks at
http://www.amigoingdown.co
m/ have collected all kinds of
data on what airports, plane
designs and airlines tend to
crash. All you have to do is enter
your departure city, destination,
airline and plane model, and
this website will predict what
the odds are that your plane will
go down.
-Frank Shorter

cows describes progressive metal.
"It tends to be musically complex and orchestrated using odd
time signatures and high pitched
singers. If you are willing to put
aside your homophobic tendencies
and want to listen to something
that is derided by most people, then
you should tune in," Dan says.
Dan's show airs Wednesday
nights from 5-7.
"My brother gave it to me. It has
no meaning. It has nothing to do
with my body odor, I hope," says
Scott Hoffman on why the WSBF
staff members refer to him as
Stinky. The admitted video game
junkie hosts "Stinky's Nintendo
Power Hour" on Thursday nights
from 11-1. The two hour specialty
show that includes music from
punk, pop punk, post punk, ska,
emo and hardcore genres and is
laced with tips, interesting information and personal diatribes on
the vintage world of the eight bit
NES system. This semester
Stinky begins each show by laying a live rhyme scheme over
instrumental tracks from prominent hip-hop artists.
"My future raps will include
mixes by Dr. Dre, Snoop Dog, Cash
Money Millionaires and Jay Z. I'll
probably have a new one out every
couple of weeks this semester,"
laughs Hoffman.
Every Sunday night from 7-11,
Cheryl Brown and Mary Brady are
busting a move in Studio A while
they play experimental jungle,
trance and house on their show,
"The Groove". "We tend to dance,"
smiles Cheryl. "We get on the air so
you'll get off your butt and move,"
adds Mary.
This is only the beginning of
what you can hear on WSBF each
week. A love for music and gleam
for anything left of ordinary draws
this wildly diverse group togethejr.
Hoffman describes the shared
musical vision of the staff at the
station, "You'll never hear that typical Top 40 crap on WSBF We try to
play things listeners wouldn't normally get a chance to hear. We're
here to give you a new flavor, a new
variety."
Look for signs of WSBF everywhere on campus. Biffy the newly

DAN GONZAUZ/photo editor

JAMMIN: You can join B-Dubbz (Brian Williams) during his "revolution on Tuesday nightsfrom 9-11 p.m.
crowned station mascot will be gramming is broadcast in streamparading around Friday afternoons ing mp3 format on the WSBF webfrom 3-5 with a bullhorn and a site, www.wsbf.net. You can also
bucket of CDs and promotional find the program schedule there
items to give away. The station will and see what else interests you. All
also be hosting a concert featuring inquisitive parties should contact
local., and regional musical talent the station on the business line 6564010,or.the request line 656-;WSBF
kome'time after spring break.
r
Tor all of triose 'wnO feel they H»'engineer Mat? |Cnsler
3
ffave' something' to contribute to gives students the best reason to
WSBF, there are still DJ slots avail- swing by the Hendrix Center and
able. Anyone interested should check out what's up at WSBF, he
attend the WSBF Intern Drop on says.
"If nothing else, you should
Tuesday, Jan. 30 at 7:00 p.m. on the
third floor of the Hendrix Center. come up here for the times when I
Anyone else should just show up for fill the entire room with bubble
wrap and we jump off the office
the free pizza.
Besides 88.1 FM, station pro- chairs into it."

Southern Circuit brings intriguing and
controversial films to the Upstate
THOMAS LEE

staff writer
For over a decade now, the
Southern Circuit has been bringing
quality films and filmmakers to the
Clemson campus. Not only is it a
chance for extra credit, but also an
opportunity to meet many highly
regarded filmmakers, videomakers
and film professors. Southern
Circuit gives the Clemson community a chance to see intriguing and
often controversial films that are
often not screened in the Upstate.
Past screenings have offered
everything from documentaries to
animation and the avant-garde,
and from time to time, a live performance.
Over the past years
Clemson has seen numerous
nationally recognized filmmakers
and artists. Furthermore, Southern
Circuit films have been screened on
MTV and major festivals across the
country (Sundance Film Festival)
and abroad (Venice Film Festival).
Several films have gone on to be
nominated for best documentary at
the Academy Awards and
Independent Spirit Awards. A few
have even won these two highly
prestigious awards.
Each semester three filmmakers
present their films and videos to
nine different communities in the
Southeast.
Clemson is lucky
enough to be one. Generally,
Clemson has one of the best
turnouts for the series.

This semester promises the
same with an entertaining blend of
sociology, politics and controversy.
It all starts on Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in
Vickery Hall Auditorium. Nina
Davenport will be the first to present her film Always a Bridesmaid,
a real life account of America's
growing single population and the
frustration many unmarried
women over 30 share. A wellregarded wedding photographer,
Davenport watched her mother
receive 13 wedding proposals before
she finally decided on one.
Davenport, on the other hand, must
try to remain content in an
unpromising relationship with a
younger man. The film is a
poignant and humorous account of
Davenport's personal journey
through relationships.
Similarly, February brings
another highly praised group, The
McCollege Tour, which is sponsored
in part by Richard Linklater
(Dazed and Confused) and Michael
Moore (Roger and Me, The Big One).
Kyle Henry's University Inc. and
Laura Dunn's The Subtext of a Yale
Education offer a look at the corporatization of higher education.
University Inc. examines the
University of Texas-Austin, the
nation's largest public university
and the juxtaposition of the
increasing corporate ideology and
the closing of their first-rate film
program. In Subtext, we watch the
year long labor strikes at Yale and

the discrepancies of an education
from one of the nation's wealthiest
schools in the fourth poorest
American city. Both films illustrate
the need for a university that plays a
more humanitarian role in the new
century.
The last Southern Circuit film of
the semester will be Laura Colella's
Tax Day, a narrative that explores
the pleasure of leisure through two
women, Irene and Paula, and their
misguided adventures walking to
the post office. Along the way, they
take an urban canoe ride, meet
bizarre characters such as a volatile
magician, and reflect on past times.
Tax Day has received outstanding
reviews from the Boston Herald,
Filmmaker Magazine and the
Chicago Reader.
Following each film or video,
the filmmaker is there to discuss
the film. It is an open forum and
students are encouraged to participate.
Southern Circuit provides the
Southeast ahd Clemson an opportunity typically afforded only to
those in major metropolitan areas.
It brings diversity to the Clemson
students and opens many doors to
other cultures. Where else can you
catch a glimpse of cowboys with
herpes, drag queen hairdressers,
inmates at one of America's worst
prisons, and foreign cultures such
as Iceland and Ireland? Hope everyone can make it.
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From Our Pool Plaza to Our Awesome
Apartments, Jefferson Commons Offers
a Totally Un-Common Lifestyle for
Today's College Students.
Find Yourself.
There.

Two Sparkling Swimming Pools!
State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility!
High SpeedTl Internet Connections!
Computer and Study Rooms!
Washer/Dryer Appliances in
Every Unit!
Student Activity Center with Billiards,
Air Hockey, and Big Screen TV with
DVD and VCR Players!
Basketball Court!
Individual Leases!
Fully Furnished!
Intrusion Alarm Systems!
CAT Bus Stop!

Jefferson Commons
103 Sumter Lane
Central, South Carolina 29630
864-654-1917
fax 864-654-9373
JCClemson@JPI.com
www.jeflfersoncommons.com
CVMIMISIIK
OrWWTBHITY

Visit Us Today!
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New sound to come to Clemson stage
RENEE RILEY

staff writer
Just the mere mention of classical music causes eyes to close and
snores to resound. In. the past,
classical music has been dreaded
by most students and was never
really considered as an option for
a family outing. As it occurs to,all
things, however, change takes
place and a fresh look is applied.
This never stopping idea of
change has found a new face to
redo and that is the face of classical music.
The Zephyros Quintet has
changed the long established traditions of classical music and
added a new vibrance to the age
old classics that everyone thinks
they are supposed to enjoy
because they are considered the
great music of the day, the music
that began the music of today.
The Zephyros Quintet is making its debut on the Clemson stage
and with it is bringing a new voice
to enliven and awaken the music
that will be performed. The group
has been highly praised for the
energy and amazing sound that it
conveys onstage. The quintet consists of five talented musicians:
flutist Nadine Jeong-Eun Hur,
oboist James Roe, Michael Aaron
Bepko on clarinet, Douglas Quint
on bassoon, and Patrick Pridemore
rounds out the sound on horn.
The group embodies a teaching
spirit that rivals the spirit of its
music. They have developed an
interactive school program that is
used to reach kids from pre-school
up to high school. The quintet uses
a technique of directly addressing
the audience as a teaching skill as
well as a way to break down the
barrier between audience and
performers.
The talent of the musicians in
the classroom as well as on stage
has not gone unnoticed. The

Zephyros Quintet's long list of
awards and honors include performances at the esteemed Lincoln
Center and Norfolk Chamber
Music Festival as well as being
showcased on National Public
Radio's Performance Today. The
group also won both First and
Grand prizes at the Fischoff
National
Chamber
Music
Competition in 1995 and has the
distinction of being the first wind
quintet to do so in the competition's history.
For those of you wondering
what this competition is, it is an
extremely prestigious music competition that has been held for 22
years and has turned out some of
the most talented music groups in
the modern age of classical music.
It was this win that shot the group
into the spotlight and got it an
invitation from the French
Embassy
to
perform
in
Washington, DC. at a gala concert
which honored the French composer Francis Poulenc.
The group's members are graduates of both the Curtis Institute
of Music and The Julliard School.
As individuals, the musicians
have performed with numerous
prestigious orchestras as well as at
numerous festivals such as
Tanglewood and Caramoor.
They are talented musicians
who have taken the love and energy that they have for music and
infused their performances with
this enthusiasm. As was reported
by the Washington Post about a
recent performance, "This brilliant young ensemble could convince you that the sound of music
in heaven is a delicately blended
and balanced ensemble of flute,
oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon."
The group will be performing
an amazing combination of music
that begins with music written in
1901 by August Kluglrardt and

ends with music containing
African roots by Paquito D'Rivera
that was written in 1994. The
music in between consists of some
French, some European, and some
South American originals. The
conglomeration of music ensures
that there will be something
everyone will enjoy and all the
pieces were chosen to idealize the
energy for which the group is
known.
The group is playing as a part
of the Utsey Chamber Music
Series, which is a yearlong celebration of music that is always
free to the public. The funding for
the series is made possible by
donations through an endowment
fund. The series has been held for
the last fifteen years and has been
a great success.
The beauty of the series is that
it is a great way for parents and
children as well as students to be
introduced to classical music free
of charge. Other performances in
the Utsey Series include pianist
Kevin Kenner on April 10, and
Music by Three, a trio consisting
of a flutist, a harpist, and a violinist, which is sure to be a treat.
The Zephyros Quintet will be
performing Tuesday, Jan. 30, at 8
p.m. in the Brooks Center.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
SLACK HISTORY MONTH 2001

"BRINGING SLACK HISTORY INTO FOCUS"
MOHBAY, rttMms
UPAC AND QMA PROUDIYPRESENT:us. cmmiA "coo?"COOPER
tommy or me WNBA 2-TIME CHAMPION

HOUSTON COMETS, NOW PHOENIX MiRCURY HEAD COACH!
TILLMAN AimTORIUM
TUCSVA y. rmtVAxr t
OMA PRESENTS: THS SLACK HISTORY TRIVIA GAMtSHOW
VUMAM AWIT0RLWA
TMA
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roxGmTrmiS!

utiMt.rmvAxri
m HONOR Of BLACK HIST0R1 MONTH, UPAC PRESENTS: "THE HURRICANE"
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wevNtsvAY. FCBRUARY /« e wussMt, res. ts
Off ICE Of MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS 6 UPAC PRESENT: SANKOFA AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSEUM OH
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MR. LAWRENCE ROSS, JR.
AinmH Of THF AWARD WIHHIM 'TOf WWiVf HIH(THf HISTORY Of AFRICAN AMERICAN mmttlffiSAND SOROmiiS"
HINDSIX Cftim BALLROOM
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Last week's winner of the Phi Beta Sigma
poetry contest held at the coffee shop is „
Don't Love Nothin', then You Ain't Got Nothin' byJulian E. Nixon
Life has taught me that if
you don't love nothin'; then you
ain't got nothin': Just look at the
poor farmer.
He has hardly enough
money to buy diesel fuel for his
tractor,
Food for his hogs
Or fertilizer for the weeds in
the corn, but he has, that, land.
And that 68 acres of dirt and
mud and trees is what he loves.
He can wake up every
mornin', fix him some muddy
coffee with a dry biscuit and
left over grizzle,
Walk outside and look up at
the sky and thank the Lord for
livin'!
Now that's love.
Now look at you average
bailer.
All sophisticated in his suit,
in her dress, in his truck, in her
Lex, in Phips Plaza, Lenox
Square, Southlake, Buckhead, a
downtown Peachtree Law firm.
Yeah, and enough money to
buy money, to sell money, so
that they can make more
money than the government
has time or money itself to
count.
They've got the looks, they've
got the money, they've, got, the
got.
But when they wake up - oh,
but when they wake up.
They stretch to the skies
reaching not to stretch their
weary muscles,
But to touch the dreams and
reminiscents that they simply

can't touch.
Those
memories
of
Grandmama and Granddaddy
on summer visits. The smell of
biscuits and fatback and grits
and Granddaddy's muddy coffee and - oh! How they love
those things.
Now they just think about
them.
The fact that Grandmama
and Grandaddy had little but
they had so much love to give.
Maybe...maybe its because
they have one another to love.
And they love God!
Oh! And they love the Lord!
Lord knows that they love
the land.
The land...must be nice to
have land.
The dirt under yo' feet - not
the carpet and concrete;
The fresh smell of the country breeze, not the bus exhaust
and cheap cigarettes;
And quiet summer nights,
not sirens and screaming and
wailing and banging and clanging and nashing and crying and
screeching and shooting and...
And maybe someone to
grow old with - because,
Because, you see,
This old man told me once
that if you don't love nothin',
Then you ain't got nothing:
Love is life, and life is love So I guess I got a Whole lot of
life to start livin'...

&®mm® @ ®DS
Come to WSBF Intern Drop-In

P^S Tuesday ^^j
7:00 PM
Hendrix Center
(3rd Floor)
HBif HHr

w H

FREE PIZZA

© Julian E. Nixon a.k.a. The
Last Sermon

Phi Beta Sigma would like to offer aspecial thanks tothejollowingparticipants:BarbaraTribit,Bethany Wells, ^osParker,DemetenusSi^h
Allyson Reaves, Ernest Bostic, Crystal Boyd, Stephanie Morgan Tiffany S
JamesJenniferStublick.Julian Nixon, Dunnovan Waddell and everyone
else who came out in support.

Bring Your Friends. Bring Your Dog. Bring My Mom.
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Traffic has several subplots giving it dimension
TRAFFIC
Rated: R
Review:
#&'«($
SUZANNE JAMIR

senior staff writer
Directed by Steven Soderbergh
(Sex, Lies and Videotape) and written by Stephen Gaghan, Traffic is
certainly deserving of its numerous
awards. The winner of the New
York Film Critics Awards for Best
Picture, Best Director, and Best
Supporting Actor, also won on
Sunday night the Golden Globe
Awards for Best Screenplay and Best
Supporting Actor. The movie is
made up of three plots, and unlike
other movies which promise connectivity (such as Magnolia) Traffic
is an unquestionably cohesive film.
Indeed, the three plots give the
movie a sense of perspective greatly
needed for the topic of drugs.
The Tijuana plot is by far the
most intriguing and also contains
the best performances. Benicio Del
Toro won the NY Critics Award and
the Golden Globe award for Best
Supporting Actor. Del Toro plays

the role of Javier Rodriguez, an officer with the Mexican police. Javier
and his partner Manolo Sanchez
(Jacob Vargas) both begin -workingagainst drug cartels in Mexico.
Under the guidance of General
Salazar, the two are not fighting the
absolute, moralistic battle against
drug cartels they believe they are
fighting. The movie follows the
moral conflicts of both Manolo and
Javier as they realize just how far
from absolute or moral their battle
really is.
North of Tijuana in Lo- Jolla,
Calif., Helena Ayala (Catherine
Zeta-Jones) has just watched her
husband, Carlos (Steven Bauer) be
arrested and taken away by agents
of the Drug Enforcement Agency.
She had no idea her husband was
the United States connection of a
major, Mexican drug cartel. DEA
agents, Montel Gordon (Don.
Cheadle) and Ray Castro (Luis
Guzman) are guarding the key witness who will testify against Carlos.
Then there's the Wakefield plot
in which Michael Douglas plays
Robert Wakefield, just appointed to
the national position of "drug czar."
Previously a judge on the Ohio.
Supreme Court, Wakefield immediately picks up on the many complications and subtleties of the position. He has no clue that his own

daughter
Caroline
(Erika
Christensen) has been using hard
drugs for months.
Caroline and her boyfriend
(Topher Grace, That 70s Show) are
both top students at a local private
school. Both are also addicted to
cocaine and constantly drink and
take heroin as well. While
Caroline's situation is the most devastating, it is also the most unoriginal story line. The events that deal ■
with her addiction,.the discovery of
her addiction, and her rehab are
very cliched. •
Still, Christensen does a wonderful job' with the intensity of
detachment and emotion demanded of her role. There's a great scene
in a group rehab session in which
Caroline says, "I guess I'm angry. I
mean, I know I'm angry. Really
angry. I just don't know what
about." ■
Still, the problem with Traffic
lies with the Wakefield family plot
and not merely with Caroline's situation, but-also with Douglas' role.
Robert's reaction to his- daughter's
problem consists of denial and then
acknowledgement. However, the
acceptance comes without enough
transition and is therefore not
believable.
First of all, he gives up his new
position (in order to deal with

INTENSE: A jew words with the drug czar, Michael Douglas.
Caroline) much too easily and with daughter, he could actually find her
too much suavity, saying in a press when she runs away from the rehab
conference, "The war against drugs center.
is a war against families, and I don't
Wakefield is just too much of a
know how you wage war on your hero toward the end of the movie.
own family." Robert's professional The movie, especially at the end,
insight doesn't transfer well to his. just tries to do too much with the
•role as a father. It's hard to believe Wakefield family plot. The biggest
that after years of neglecting his problem in the movie is the rehab
speech Caroline gives at the end
and the apparent ease with which
the family remains intact.The Tijuana story line ends the
movie on a much more fitting, creative and sophisticated note. Much
of the credit goes to Del Toro, who
has a look that inspires not necessarily respect or dignity, but sincerity and believability You need to
believe the character, but you actually want to believe in Javier as well.
Del Toro gives you more than
enough reason to, and it is in fact,
Javier who is the real "hero" of
Traffic.
Overall, Traffic is a long, intense
and action-packed movie. It's also a
movie you need to see, though not
necessarily for any ultimate moral
message. Some claim the film does
-have a moral, a well-hidden one,
but one nonetheless. The disagreements come about when critics try
to decide what the movie's moral
stance on drugs and the drug war is.
Traffic is a movie that defies the
neatness of "stances." Traffic
upholds the futility, necessit, and
reality of both sides—of drugs and
the war against them. This sense of
perspective is what holds Traffic
and its many plots, themes and
stars—together. Traffic is simply one
of the best movies of 2000.

America's Leader
in Student Travel

Council Travel

1-800-2COUNCIL
counciltravel.com
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A big rock is not the only thing snatched in this movie

MELISSA MCCOY

staff writer

When word of a stolen diamond
hits the streets of London, an
unlikely gang of criminals trip over
each other as they struggle to get
their hands on it. This 84-karat
rock becomes the catalyst for a
series of strange events that involve
an Irish gypsy a New York Mafia
boss, a nasty local kingpin, clumsy
crooks and an unpredictable dog.
Snatch follows the antics of these
little guys trying to outsmart the
big, tough players in this action
comedy.
Franky Four Fingers (Benicio
Del Torro) successfully steals a diamond and in his mission to deliver
the prize to his boss, Avi (Dennis
Farina), Franky is tempted into
placing a bet on an illegal boxing
match. Franky's weakness for gambling costs him more than his arm
after being the victim of an amateurish kidnapping by two inept
pawnshop owners, Vinny (Robbie
Gee) and Sol (Lennie James). The
pawnshop owners soon discover
that it helps to carry a big gun upon
their encounter with local bully
Brick Top (Alan Ford). A ruthless
villain with resourceful techniques
for body disposal, Brick Top also
controls most of the gambling syndicate. Boxing promoter Turkish
(Jason Statham) is in a tight spot
with Brick Top when he finds him-

self without a fighter for the big
match. When Irish gypsy boxer
Mickey O'Neil (Brad Pitt) steps into
the ring, plans go haywire, launching everyone into a chaotic spiral
of double-crossing, double-bluffing and double-dealing.
Written and directed by Guy
Ritchie, Snatch was highly anticipated following Ritchie's feature
film debut, Lock, Stock & Two
Smoking Barrels. Consistent with
the success of his first movie,
Ritchie's most recent film effort,
Snatch, includes the same clever
camera work coupled with a colorful and capable cast. While there is
an exceptional amount of violence
in this movie, sharp and fluid camera shots moved well with the
action of the film. Editing techniques to accelerate and halt the
footage of the film enhanced the
movement of the spectacular boxing scenes. Similarly, the music
established a good tone to capture
the action of the film as well as the
style of this London gang world.
A slow introduction early in the
movie ran the risk of dragging on as
I found myself asking, "What is
going on?" Overwhelmed by the
multitude of characters and
unclear plot, I was a bit frustrated
when trying to follow the cockney
rhyming slang.
However, my confusion surrounding the seemingly over-complex plot was satisfied near the
middle of the film as I saw things
gradually coming together as a
result of the cause and effect relationship. Like a jigsaw puzzle,
Snatch incorporates a layered storyline as it connects these silly situations with a huge diamond, ravenous pigs, squeaky dogs and a cast of
quirky characters to give the film a
comic edge.

NICE LITTLE STONE: This 84-karat diamond might be a suitable sizefor an engagement ring.
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Five Paws

So good that we would experience it sober.

«#«#

Four Paws

Definitely worth your time and money

2?*tf$tf$

TIE-DYE GIFTSHQP
YESTERDAZE

Three Paws

Rare LP's

Import and

Candles

Incense

Domestic
CD's

Concert
Posters

Not stellar, but worth checkingout.

Body Jewelry
ifc ttf

Two Paws

Now Open 11AM-8 PM
107 Sloan St.

Not worth your money, steal it/mm a friend.

(Above Nick's Tavern)
^g£

3WAY3 TO
PAY THE

One Paw

Phone: 303-4214

An incredibly poor display of wasted effort.

USDA CHOICE
\Help Us Celebrate Our 1st Anniversary}

For
Hearty
Cut

•^

1. CALL THE BOX OFFICE OR ORDER ONLINE

(864)467-3000
(800)888-7768
tmw.peaeeeetxter. org
%

?~-

in

INCLUDING
Choice of 2 Side Items

^/^^

v

C®

2. (JO TO THE BOX OFFICE
CORNER OF MAIN AND BROAD STREETS, 3REBNVILLB, 3C

3. ALL RIGHT,

FOR

20 BUCKS

YOU QOTTA WORK A LITTLE. THE 1ST 2 ROWS ARE *20 CASH
AT THE DOOR, ON SALE 2 H00R3 BEFORE THE SHOW

JANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY 4
THE PEACE CENTER

Thanks For
A Great
N
5
NS First Year!
4119 Clemson Blvd. • 864-225-2455
OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER

mn. »itef orrent. con

•

LUNCH FRIDAY, SATURDAY

&

SUNDAY |
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What'sHappening
TODAY, JANUARY 26
• The Importance of Being
Earnest at The Clemson Little
Theatre, Inc. Jan. 26, 27, 28
and Feb. 2-4, 8 p.m.
• Swearing At Motorists at
the Lazy I in Myrtle Beach,
S.C.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30
• Rent at the Peace Center
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1

William Shakespeare at the
Warehouse Theater in
Greenville, S.C. Showing Feb.
1-3, 8-9 at 11 p.m. and Feb.
6-7 at 8 p.m. $10
• Anton Chekhov's The
Cherry Orchard at the
Warehouse Theatre in
Greenville, S.C. Showing Feb.
1-3, 8-10 at 8 p.m.
• The Comedy of Errors at
the Brooks Center $15/adults
$13.50/students

• The Complete Works of

• Screening of Heads over
Heels in Tillman Auditorium
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16
• Rehearsal for Murder at
the Oconee Community
Theatre $10/adults; $6/students, showing Feb. 16-18,
22-24
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
• Cabaret at the Peace
Center Feb. 27- March 4.

• The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe at the Clemson
Little Theater, Inc. March 2-4
and 9-11
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
• UPAC Comedy Show
Featuring B.E.T.'s Joe Claire
and other notables
• Phi Beta Sigma Omicron
Lambda/Alpha Lambda Sigma
Business Card Exchange

HOROSCOPE

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
I predict that in the next week
you'll develop a bad case of
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. So why
don't you spend some time away
from the computer and do some
activities that don't involve you
staring at a screen for countless
hours at a time?
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
I'm noticing by the way the
moons are circling around Jupiter
this week that there is going to be
a lot of change in your life. Keep
in mind through the week that
people change and sometimes all
you can do is sit back and let it
happen. Eventually everything
will all work out.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Your parents will call you later in
the week requesting you to
inform them for the third time
this semester why they're sending-you to college. I suggest you
"accidentally" hang up the phone
on them and when they call back
have your roommate tell them

that you're "not in."

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Commitment is difficult for you.
Hey it's difficult for a lot of us. I
would suggest though that when
the next person who asks you to •
commit to them comes out with
it, look deep into yourself and go
for it. You never know what could
happen. First comes love, then
comes marriage, then comes Lit
Johnny in a baby carriage.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
I see that you'll be spending too
much time out of bed this week.
You'll be so busy that you won't
even have time to get sleep. I
think that it would be healthiest
if you take a break, skip a class, or
two and hit the,sack. It could be
the best thtfrgWVou.

DO this especially if your significant other is a Taurus or a Libra.
They may be extremely vicious
■ in the later part of this week.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
Unfortunately, you'll have a difficult time getting up this week.
The moons of Saturn, Neptune
and the Earth are all out of alignment and hence the sun will not
be shining as brightly for the
Libras out there. Keep the blinds
up and your head faced toward
the window. If that doesn't work,
you can always set your watch,
alarm clock and ask your mom to
call you 10 minutes before you're
supposed to be getting up.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
I see a lot of physical health
issues arising in the next week.
Don't worry about it, spend plenVirgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
ty of time in bed and. drink the
I see some relationship troubles required amount of orange juice.
in the future for you and your sign- By next Friday, you'll be up and
ificant other. Why don't you just about like none of it ever hapget it over with and dump, pened. Just be careful that you
him/her before it happens to you. don't give your disease to your

TO LtST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE,
CALL 656-0986

FRIDAY, MARCH 2

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

roommate.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec.
21)
I suspect that you'll be spending a
lot of time doing what most of us
have already figured out - Snood.
You haven't heard of it yet? Well,
it's an addictive computer game
that could actually take over
what you do for the rest of the
semester. You can download the
game at Snood.com - I'd give it a
try, it's worse than AIM and
Napster combined.

26,2001

THURSDAY, MARCH 29
• UPAC Comedy Show
"Featuring B.E.T.'s Joe Claire
and other notables
• Phi Beta Sigma Midnight
Pajama Mixer
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
• Phi Beta Sigma's World
Famous Pool Party
SATURDAY, MARCH 31
• Phi Beta Sigma presents
Southeastern Region Step Off

ven though the spring semester is
only three weeks old, you're tired
of Clemson. You want to get out
for a while, but you don't want to
go home. I suggest you take a lil'
road trip. Wherever you go will
surely freshen your mind, body
and soul.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
Questions about your future? Go
no further. In the next week, I predict that you'll wake up every
morning groggy, wishing that it
was Saturday, and stumble to
class. When you end up in class,
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) you'll promptly fall asleep in the
ou know that guy/girl who back row and wake up in time to
called you last Friday night while hear the professor bid farewell.
they were drunk and you were Then you'll make it back to your
drunk and you have no idea who bed in time to take a nap before
they are but you still have their your afternoon class. By the time
name* and number on the midnight rolls around you'll be
answering machine cause you wishing you had skipped that
think it's amusing? We"3> wlfj^ nap because you can't seem to fall
don't you give 'em a call back? I asleep. This will repeat Monday
see plenty of romance in your through Friday. Saturday will be
future.
spent in bed.
-K.T. Charisma,

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Astrologer to the masses

rossword
Puzzle
Solution to Last Week's
Crossword Puzzle Below:
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34 Mother (informal)

35 Giving loving care (abbr.)
37 Excavate
39 Southern state (abbr.)
40 Finis
42 Potato
44 Servant
46 Bone
48 Unending

50
53
54
55
57
61

Poison
Painful
Eggs
Near
Slanted type
Vietnam offensive

62 Circuits
64 Yugoslav statesman
65 Direction (abbr.)
66 Way to go out
67 First garden
DOWN
1
Vegas
2 High note in music
3 Flightless bird
4 Part of
5 Arranged meeting place
6 Egyptian sun god

7 Be (p.t.)

8 Animal skin
9 Irritate persistently

10 Black
11 Rodents
16 Not usually
20 Even (poetic)
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ACROSS
1 Light
5 Snare
9 Feminine pronoun
12 S. African native plant
13 Unusual
14 Sleeveless Arabic garment
15 Stellar
17 Raised railway
18 Decay
19 Lawsuit
21 Across; over (pref.)
23 One who leaves
27 Indicates plural form
28 Architectural design
29 Drooping of head
31 Place

E
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22 For example
23 Wife of knight
24 Dash
25 Yes (Span.)
26 Fishing pole
30 Distract
32 Nights before
33 Fashions lace
36 Feline
38 Helmet-shaped
41 Give
43 Error (pref.)
45 Football position (abbr.)
47 Consequently
49 Wet
50 Result of election
51 Tied
52 Man
56 Levied fee
58 Cover
59 Native of (suf.)
60 Against
63 16th Greek letter
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